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PREFACE

This report describes a methodology for estimating the nonrecurring costs of instituting changes in the Reserve Force structure.
It presents several case study analyses of the non-recurring costs of
Reserve component changes in the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy and
draws inferences about the factors that affect non-recurring unit costs.
The report also addresses other cost effects associated with unit
changes, including changes in annual recurring cost and indirect or
force-wide costs.
This research was sponsored by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Reserve Affairs) under RAND's National Defense Research
Institute, a Federally Funded Research and Development Center supported by the. Office of the Secretary of Defense. It was conducted by
the "Reserve Unit Costs-Case Studies" project, part of RAND's
Defense Manpower Research Center.
The analysis presented here augments and complements other
RAND analyses of Reserve Force costs. These previous cost studies
include:
Barbour, A. A., The Air Reserve Forces in the Total Force: Vol. II,
Cost Analysis and Methodology, R-1977/2-AF, September 1977
Barbour, A. A., Cost Implications of Transferring Strategic Airlift
C-141s to the Air Reserve Forces, N-2252-AF, February 1986
Schank, J., S. Bodily, and R. Pei, Unit Cost Analysis: Annual Recurring Operating and Support Cost Methodology, R-3210-RA, March
1986
Those offices and individuals concerned with the non-recurring costs
of unit changes and with force restructuring or force mix issues should
find this study of interest.
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SUMMARY

Numerous studies and analyses have addressed the cost issues of
Reserve component units. The majority of these studie have corn-

pared the annual recurring costs of similar Active and Reserve Force
uni without fully considering the other costs incurred when changes
are made in the existing force structure. Steady-state, annual recurring
costs are appropriate for a static force; however, the dynamics associated with changing the baseline force usually result in other significant
primary and secondary costs. To completely understand the economic
consequences of policy decisions affecting the force structure and composition, all significant cost effects must be addressed.
Non-recurring and annual recurring costs can be identified and
measured for the specific units directly involved in a force structure
change. However, such changes may bring about subsequent decisions
affecting other units in the force structure, resulting in additional
non-recurring and annual recurring costs. A total cost analysis of
Reserve Force structure changes must include not only the primary
non-recurring and annual recurring cost effects associated with the
specific unit undergoing a change, but also any secondary, or forcewide, cost effects on other units in the total force. One of the initial
and necessary steps in the analysis of the costs resulting from force
structure changes is defining the boundary or scope of the policy decision. In this regard, we describe the potential for secondary cost
effects and the types of changes that may lead to force-wide costs.
This report examines various costs associated with instituting unit
changes in the Reserve components. To provide a perspective on the
total cost analysis of force structure changes, we briefly discuss the
annual recurring cost effects and the potential for secondary costs. We
then concentrate on primary non-recurring costs and describe a cost
methodology and data sources for estimating the primary non-recurring
cost impacts of unit changes. We show, via case studies, the resulting
costs of some recent changes implemented in the Air Force and Navy
Reserve components and quantify, where possible, the effect of unit
and mission characteristics on the magnitude of the non-recurring

cost associated with unit changes.
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CASE STUDIES OF NON-RECURRING COSTS
To use limited time and resources well, we confined the case study
analysis of non-recurring costs to a few recent Air Force and Navy
changes, and excluded Army cases. We preferred to examine a variety
of unit cases that clearly illustrated the range of cost effects, rather
than treat all services equally. The Air Force and Navy Reserve components offered the best examples of unit changes that covered the full
spectrum of change and cost implications. The Army changes were
less enlightening. The existence of numerous large Army bases meant
that few construction costs were associated with unit changes. In addition, the many changes taking place in the Army and the size and complexity of the Army make cost identification less clear than in the
other services.
Our case studies include the commission of new frigates in the Naval
Surface Reserve components and the modernization of unit equipment
in the Naval Air Reserve Force (A-7E and F-14) and in the Air
Reserve Forces (C-5A, C-141, and F-16). Altogether, the non-recurring
costs of 15 unit changes in the Navy and Air Force were estimated in
the case study analyses.
ASSUMPTIONS AND DATA SOURCES
We adopted a number of assumptions for our analysis of the primary non-recurring costs associated with Reserve Force structure
changes:
" All appropriate costs are included, regardless of the
component's budget in which they are reflected.
" Sunk costs are excluded.
" Cost effects on force-wide overhead and administrative functions are excluded.
* All costs are in FY1985 dollars.
The data used in our analysis of primary non-recurring costs
represent the most recently available actual or budget costs. They
were received or derived from numerous sources including the cost and
planning organizations of the Reserve and National Guard components
of the Air Force and Navy, budget and planning documents, and previous analyses of Reserve personnel costs.
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PRIMARY NON-RECURRING COSTS
The primary non-recurring cost results show a high degree of variability across the various cases. The costs ranged from slightly over
one million dollars for the modernization of an A-7 unit at Cecil Naval
Air Station to over 125 million dollars for modernizing an existing Air
National Guard unit with C-5A aircraft. These costs include construction of facilities, procurement of support equipment, spare parts, and
training munitions, and the acquisition and training of unit personnel.
Overall, the case study results suggest that the non-recurringcosts associated with Reserve unit changes are highly dependent on the specific type
of change and the characteristicssurroundingthe change. As such, general cost estimating relationships are difficult to develop for the nonrecurring costs of force structure changes.
Facility, equipment, and personnel strengths and skills are all driven
by the specific requirements of the weapon system and unit mission.
These requirements may be offset by existing unit resources or by
other resources in the force. Changes to existing units or changes that
result in the availability of equipment from the Active Force will result in
lower non-recurringcosts than changes that involve the creation of a new
Reserve unit or the absence of available Active inventories.
Construction, support equipment, and aircrew training costs account
for the majority of the non-recurring costs in the various case studies.
Personnel acquisition and training costs (other than aircrew) are typically minor, even when additional recruiting efforts and enlistment
bonuses are required. Non-recurring costs can be reduced if:
" The basing location has existing facilities.
" Prior service aircrew personnel with experience in the new
weapon system can be recruited.
" The Reserve unit is located on an Active base that has excess
capacity and can share in various logistic support assets. However, political, operational, or demographic constraints may
override cost-effective basing options by forcing specific basing
decisions.

•
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OTHER COST EFFECTS OF FORCE STRUCTURE
CHANGES
Annual Recurring Costs
Annual recurring unit cost models have been developed in numerous
other studies. We did not repeat past work in this study, but reviewed
the implications of unit change for annual recurring costs.1
Annual recurring unit costs are driven by the numbers and types of
unit personnel and equipment, the peacetime equipment activity rate,
and the logistics support costs of the weapon system. Changing an
existing unit will affect all or some of these factors, resulting in
changes in the annual personnel and operating budgets. Adding or
deleting a unit from the force structure will result in a corresponding
increase or decrease in annual recurring budgets. To estimate the
annual cost effects of a unit change involves the formulation of
appropriate factors to reflect the differences between the unit before
and after the change.
Annual recurringunit costs are typically larger, especially for aviation
and ship units, than the non-recurringcosts identified in the case studies. If the Reserve component unit change results in a decrease in
annual recurring budgets, the non-recurring investment may be
recovered in a few years.
Force-Wide Costs
In addition to the non-recurring and annual recurring costs associated directly with the unit undergoing the change, changes to the force
structure may result in secondary or force-wide costs. Changes to
existing units, especially those changes that involve modernization of
unit equipment, often ripple through the force structure. If the unit
equipment that is being replaced retains some useful life, it is used
either to modernize other units in the force that operate with even
more obsolete equipment or to augment the similar equipment of
another unit. For example, the introduction of the C-5As into the Air
Force Reserve resulted in subsequent changes to at least three other
Reserve units.
Force-wide costs may also arise when the unit change alters the normal operational requirements of other units in the force. If the change
involves the transfer of resources from the Active to the Reserve Force
with the total force inventory of the weapon system held constant, the
new Reserve component unit must be capable of assuming the mission
1Ss R.b. 4 and 5 for a full description of annual recurring cost analysis.
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requirements of the Active unit it replaces. If the Reserve component
unit can not accomplish the complete mission, other Active or Reserve
Force units may have to increase their operational requirements, with
increased costs. If, however, the unit change involves an increase in
the total inventory of the weapon system, the capability of the new
Reserve component unit may help to reduce the operational requirements of the other units in the force.
These force-wide cost effects require careful examination and an
understanding of the total force impact of the change. Force-wide cost
models can facilitate the analysis of force changes by addressing the
interactions of force units that are difficult to quantify with the conventional individual unit cost models.
FUTURE COST RESEARCH
The analysis documented in this report and numerous other studies
conducted in recent years have addressed various issues of Active and
Reserve Force costs. The various results of these analyses should be
integrated in order to summarize and to formalize the preferred
approaches to understanding the economic considerations of policy
decisions involving the Active and Reserve Forces. One specific product of this future cost research should be a simple, easy to use, forcewide cost model designed to estimate the economic implications of
force structure decisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the pad several years, both the Congress and the Administration have displayed increased interest in the role of the Reerve and
National Guard components in the total force concept. This interest,
spurred by the need for budge constraints and the perception that the
Reserve components1 are a cost-effective complement to the Active
forc, has resulted in numerous changes to the Reserve Force stucture. Thee chon have led to the Resm components rowing both
and receiving
in number of units and in manpower a
modern, front-line weapon systs.
Numerous recent studies and analyses [1-31 have addressed the cost
ieue of Reserve Force units. RAND has contrfibted to the analysis
of Reserve coats by developing a methodology and data ban to cmpare the annual recurring costs of similar Active and Ressrve component units [4, 51 and by estimating the annual costs of a proposed
equipment transfer in the Air Force [6]. Thsse analyses, and many
similar exercises performed by other organistios have estimated the
annual operating and support costs of indivihAW units treating only
lightly, if at alL the net costs resulting from making specific chanes to
the existing force structure. Although the annual cost comparisos of
Active and Rserve Force units ae certainly important, the dynamic
costs of a chazn forc must also be considered.
Unit chase in the Reserve components result in costs directly
attriab to the specific unit undergoing the chonge and potentially
affect the costs of other Active and Rserve units in the total force
structure The former, primar unit costs, include both oue-time,
non-recurring cost and changes to annual recurring unit operating and
support costs. The latter, econdary or force-wide cost effects, may
result from the existing force balance being perturbed because of a unit
chazg. For exampl, the allocation of misions, the flow of personnel
through the system and the peacetime activity levels of other units in
the force may be altere
The objective* of the reearchpresented in this document ae threefold14 %rhout"mp o, t, te un

both Rawm and Natoa Gumd unilL

mm campM a womr

1
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1. To describe the types of costs resulting from instituting
2.

changes in the Reserve Force structure including nonrecurring, annual recurring, and force-wide costs.
To quantify, where possible, the effect of unit and mission
characteristics on the magnitude of the non-recurring costs

associated with Reserve Force changes.
3.

To present the non-recurring budget cost estimates of some
recent unit changes in the Reserve components (case study

results).
Our analysis concentrates on the non-recurring cost effects of unit
changes including expenditures for facilities, support equipment, spare

partsi and personnel acquisition and training. Because annual unit
operating and support cost models are well documented in previous
studie, we treat only lightly the annual recurring cost effects of unit
chaes. Force-wide cost effects are more difficult to measure. Our
analysis don not focus on these costs, but attempts to identify the circumatances and characteristics of changes that result in system-wide
Cost efcts.

The study was limited by time and funds; thus, we confined the
analyis to recent Air Force and Navy changm, and excluded the Army.
We chose to examine several dramatic cases that clearly illustrate the
rage of charges and non-recurring cost effects, rather than cover all
the srvim equally. Air Force and Navy Reserve component cases
wers found that covered a variety of changes and clearly illustrated the
cost effets of change. Army changes were loss clear. The existence of
numsIoMMlarg Army bases means few construction costs are associd with unit changes. In addition, the many changes taking place in
dO Amy and the size and complexity of the Army make cost identifictiom les clear than in the other services.

Th cas study analyses include the activation of new frigate units

in the Naval Reee and the modernization of aircraft in the Naval
and Air Reseve components. Overall, the primary non-recurring costs
for 15 unit changes in the Navy and Air Force were measured during

the stud.
Th case study results sugnt that the primary non-recurring costs
asoated with Resmr

component unit changes are highly variable

$Aaeshs RAND ssah effort, jointly sponsored by the Office of the Joint Chiefs of

3S JfOCS),
]
Ofis of do AsstaMt Secetary of Dehn (OASD)/FM&P, and Office of
do 2 su
to
Duase (OD)/PA&, is dweleping a hsnilook for estmating the
es
of chmes in the mix o Active and Resm Forc units. Th Ao= of that
roseenh is m bow to dmeaft the resurce da
that must be included in a cost
i h It wil draw hsaily a our mayds and on the analysis of operating and support ons is R. 4.

and greatly dependent on the specific circumstances surrounding the
change. Construction and equipment procurement costs are most difficult to estimate early in the decision process. These elements of cost
are driven by the facility and support requirements resulting from a
unit change, counterbalanced by what may be available in the force or
at a specific base. Personnel acquisition and training costs are a function of the new personnel quantity and skill requirements. The availability of standard per capita factors results in more reliable estimates
of personnel-related costs compared with the non-recurring facility aud
equipment costs.
The annual recurring cost effects of unit changes can be estimated
using available models once the personnel strengths, activity levels, and
logistics support factors, such as fuel and spare parts consumption, for
the new unit are determined. The force-wide, indirect costs are more
difficult to identify and require a thorough examination of the systemwide effects of force perturbations. However, we think that these
indirect costs are more likely to occur in specific mission areas (e.g.,
military airlift) and for specific types of changes (e.g., equipment
transfers) where both Active and Reserve component units are affected.
Section II describes, in general terms, how the Reserve Force structure has been changing and the types of costs resulting from unit
changes. This section also discusses force-wide costs. Section III
describes the procedures for estimating the non-recurring unit cost
effects of changes to the Reserve component structure. Section IV
presents the results of specific case studies of recent unit changes in
the Reserve components. Section V draws results and conclusions
from the initial analysis and case study results. Finally, an appendix
provides more detail on the case study unit changes examined during
the analysis.

I-

IL RESERVE FORCE CHANGES AND
RESULTING COSTS

IThe

Reserve components in all the services are currently receiving
modern, front-line weapon systems, assuming new missions, and growing in terms of numbers of units and personnel authorizations. Such
changes to the force composition and structure result in various direct
and indirect costs.
This section provides a general overview of the changes being implemented in the Reserve components of the Air Force and Navy and a
general description of the types of cost that can result from force
changes. The research emphasis of this report is the non-recurring
costs associated with changes to the Reserve Force structure and the
remainder of the report addresses that topic. However, force structure

changes may result in annual recurring and force-wide cost effects.
This section briefly describes these elements of cost and references
research efforts that have addressed them.
GENERAL TYPES OF RESERVE FORCE CHANGE
We separate into two main categories the various types of change
being implemented in the existing force structure:
SChanges that affect the number of individual units in the
Reserve components.
a Changes to existing Reserve component units.
Although the force structure can decrease through the deactivation of
units, programmed and recently implemented changes in the first
category have resulted in a modest growth of the Reserve components
through new unit activations, primarily in the naval ship and support
unit areas. At times, growth in the Reserve Force results from a
corresponding Active unit deactivation, thereby keeping the number of
units in the total force constant.
Changes to existing units can take many forms including.
* Equipment modernization through new weapon systems replacing older ones.
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:

Equipment augmentation with major end items, such as air-

craft, being added to existing unit levels.

" Addition of a new peacetime or wartime mission requirement.

Certain changes can be categorized in more than one way, for example,
the introduction of C-5As into the Air Reserve results in both a new
wartime mission (strategic airlift) and in the modernization of an existing tactical aircraft squadron (the C-5 case is included in the case

std analyses of Sec. IV).

The majority of recent and proposed changes to Reserve component
units have been in the first two categories-equipment modernization
and augmentation. Some of the new weapon systems received by the
Reserve components are from Active inventories, such as the F-14e in
the Navy and the C-5As in the Air Force. Other Reserve unit modifications represent the receipt of new, production weapon systems, such
as the A-10, F-15, and F-16 in the Air Reserve.
When a Reserve component unit undergoes an equipment modernization, the equipment being replaced often retains some useful operational life. Usually such equipment is not phased out of the inventory,
but is used to modernize other units operating with more obsolete
equipment or to augment the equipment authorizations of other units
that possess the same weapon system. The Air Force Romrve components, for example, are using the C-130 aircraft that are being
replaced by C-MAs and the F-4 aircraft available through F-15/F-16
modernizations to augment the equipment levels of other C-130 and
F-4 units in the Reserve components. This equipment augmentation
allows inventory levels to grow while retaining the same number of
units in the force.
Changes to specific units, therefore, often lead to other unit changes

in the total force structure. In reality, unit changes rarely happen in
isolation but rather are caused by, or cause, changes to other force
structure units. The presence of such a "ripple" effect leads to questions concerning how a "change" is definod for cost analysis purpoes.
COSTS INCURRED BY UNIT CHANGES

Force structure changes impose a number of different costs. These
include primary non-recurring unit costs, primary annual recurring

unit costs, and force-wide, or secondary, cost effects. Both the primary
non-recurring and annual recurring costs are direct costs that can typically be measured and associated with a specific unit in transition.
Secondary costs impact units other than the one specifically earmarked
for change.

The unit undergoing the change will initially incur non-recrring, or
one-time coda. These non-recurring costs may be for the construction

of new facilities, the procurement of necessary equipment, or the
and treinin of personnel. Although the costs are incurred
racquisition
only once, they may be spread over a number of years an a now unit

F or an existing unit changes. Non-recurring costs are typically
lager for neow unit activations than for existing unit changes because

existing'facilitiee, equipment, and personnel generally are not available.
The primr non-recurring costs associated with unit changes are the
focus of this report and are discussed in detail in the next section.

Force changse also affect annual recurring unit costs. When the
change to the force structure involves the activation of a new Reserve

component unit, that unit will experience annual recurring expendituree that were not previously a part of the total Reserve force budgets.
New units in the force, therefore, represent a growth in annual recurring expenditures (unless offset by a unit deactivation that results in a

larger annual cost savings). The annual operating and support coats
for the new unit can be estimated using available cost models once the
various personnel, equipment, and support factors have been developed;
on Ref. 4.
Changes that affect an existing unit may result in new unit equipment, personnel, and peacetime activity levels. Such changes entail
increased or decreased annual recurring costs for the unit. The annual
cost effect on personnel and equipment budgets can be estimated by
comparing the annual recurring unit cost before and after the change.
Again, available cost models can be used, but rather than calculating
the full cost of each unit configuration, the annual cost effects can be
estimated by considering the difference between the personnel and
equipment requirements of the old and new unit configurations.
FORCE-WIDE COST EFFECTS
Force changes may impact not only the specific unit undergoing the
change, but also other units in the Active and Reserve Force structure.
Before a change is implemented, the existing force is in some state of
balance with the operational roles and missions allocated between
Active and Reserve Force components. This force balance remuts in
peacetime activity levels for Active and Reserve component units and
in the appropriate flows of personnel through training pipelines and

various orgniational positions. When a specific unit change perturbs
the force balance, the activity levels of other units and the personnel
pipelines may also be perturbed.

7
Our review of several case studies showed that the analysis of secondary costs is important when following categories of Reserve Force
changes are contemplate&
* An acquisition of equipment transferred from the Active Force.
* An equipment acquisition, new or transfer, by a Reserve component unit that already has equipment with a useful military

capability.
* Transfer of a mission with a high peacetime level of activity.
* Transfers that cause the personnel training pipeline or rotation

base to be modified to a significant degree.
The following paragraphs describe these changes and their effects in
more detail.
Equipment Transfers to the Reserves

from the Active Force
Although the Reserve components have directly received some now
weapon systems, the more usual change consists of a transfer from the
Active inventory of older equipment that has been displaced by the
Active Force procurement of new equipment. Transfers also result
from a reduction in the size of the Active Force. When equipment
transfers occur, the full budgetary impact includes the net costs of the

Active Force change as well as the Reserve budget changes.
Computing the net cost of an Active Force change is essentially the
same as the methodology developed for the Reserve Force: for a
modernized unit, the cost of the new equipment, support equipment,
and installations is estimated as one-time start-up costs. To this is
added the net annual Operating and Support (O&S) costs of the
modernized unit, derived by subtracting the previous O&S costs of the
unit from those of the new capability. If, on the other hand, the equipment is released to the Reserves component because of an Active Force
reduction, the Active Force budget simply is reduced by the amount of
the retired unit's previous annual O&S costs (assuming that the cut
was anticipated and the personnel acquisition and replacement training
pipeline was reduced to accommodate the smaller force size). There
also may be some non-recurring costs associated with the deactivation.
In either event-equipment update or force reduction-the sum of both

the Active and the Reserve Force cost changes constitutes the total
force budget impact attributable to the equipment transfer to the
Reserve components.
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Reserve Force Ripple Effect
.

If the aircraft received by the Reserve components are used to
replace the gaining squadron's old and obsolescent aircraft, which are
then phased out, then a single Reserve component unit is involved and
the incremental O&S cost to the Reserves is the difference between the
expenditures needed previously to operate the obsolescent aircraft and
the cost of operating the newer replacement aircraft. Examples of such
single unit equipment changes include the Air Reserves' exchange of
F-16s and F-4Es for old F-4Cs and F-106s at several locations, and the
planned introduction of C-5As at Stewart Air Force Base in place of
O-2A which will be retired.
Frequently, however, an acquisition of new equipment by the
Reserve components presents an opportunity to modernize or upgrade
more than a single unit. This potential exists because the Reserve
establishment can not fully equip all its units with modern weapon systems. As a result of this policy, many Reserve component units are
equipped with outdated "transition" systems, awaiting the assignment
of newer weapon systems. Other Reserve component units have
modern equipment but are underequipped by Active Force standards
because of the Reserve Force policy of spreading the newer weapons
among more units. These Reserve Force characteristics encourage a
ripple effect for a large proportion of their equipment acquisitions.
A ripple effect comes into play when the newly transferred equipment or weapon systems displace others that retain a useful military
capability. These displaced systems may then be used to modernize
units with still older equipment, or they may be used to augment
("robust') other units of the same type to a more efficient size (provided that the local population can support a larger unit).
In the former approach, the bumping might involve several units1
and the total budgetary effect will be the net cost changenon-recurring and recurring--of all of the units involved, including
both the Active and the Reserve Force components.
The augmentation approach is an attempt to benefit from economies
of scale. For instance, the most common Primary Authorized Aircraft
(PAA) strength for Reserve component C-130 squadrons is eight
aircraft-one-half the quantity considered normal in Active squadrons
If newly acquired aircraft displace the C-130s of an 8-PAA squadron,
1Thi practice enbances th morale of more Reserve units than would be the case if
the newly reived equipment ware assigned directly to the Reserve unit with the equpment to be rethd. On the other hand, tW additional moderizations may result in a
hiSher non-recurring cost oveal, and may multiply the immediate Ices of readiness during the transition to the new systems. The latter effect is les of a problem, of coure, if
the old and new equipment and missions an not dramatically different
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and these C-130s then are combined with those of another 8-PAA
C-130 squadron, they can be operated together at a lower cost per aircraft because of savings in overhead and other economies of scale. In
this case, the Reserve component budget would not save the entire cost
of the C-130s that were displaced in the initial receipt of n, w (or
transferred) aircraft-a notion which might, erroneously, be inferred
from a cost analysis limited to the single gaining unit. However, a
total force analysis would indicate that these eight C-130s would be
operated at almost 30 percent less cost than before [4]. A similar
example is the programmed displacement of an Air Force 18-PAA
A-7D squadron by F-16s. In this case, the 18 A-7Ds will be divided
among three other 18-PAA A-7D squadrons, "robusting" them to the
more efficient 24-PAA size.
A much more complicated ripple effect is associated with the eventual transfer of 16 C-5s to the USAFR unit at Kelly AFB. The initial
transfer will set off a series of unit changes. Eight of the 16 C-130Bs
presently at Kelly will be used to augment an existing 8-PAA C-130B
squadron at Peterson AFB to the full 16-PAA strength. The other
eight will replace six HC-130Hs at March AFB. March's HC-130Hs
will then be sent to augment an air rescue unit at Portland International Airport, where they will be joined by six CH-3Es due to be displaced at Luke AFB by new F-16s.
Strictly speaking, the net annual operating cost of this restructured
segment of the Reserve Force can not be attributed solely to the
transferred C-5s unit that set the ripple effect into motion. After all,
these additional savings and improvements in cost effectiveness could
have been achieved without the transfer of newer aircraft-simply by
phasing out the obsolescent aircraft and consolidating the underequipped squadrons into more efficient packages.
However, these transition units do continue to exist and it is shortsighted to ignore their availability. It makes good economic sense to
recognize the potential value of the Reserves' highly skilled and experienced personnel and to use them to best advantage by providing them
with equipment designed for today's air war environment. The potential indirect cost savings (or increased force cost-effectiveness opportunities) described above should be considered when deciding whether a
given weapon system should be operated by the Active forces or by the

Reserves.
In the case studies we chose to use a modular, bottom-up costing
approach which limited the tabulation of cost effects to the Reserve
component unit initially benefiting from the force changes. However,
to estimate the full cost of a ripple effect force change, we must take
account of the net cost changes of all of the units included in the
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restructuring action. For example, Table 1 provides a breakdown of
the wide-ranging USAFR C-5 ripple effect into its component parts.
Peacetime Missions that Exceed Reserve
Component Capabilities

Indirect, or second-order, costs can also be incurred when Reserve
units are not able to fully support a vital peacetime mission. Such
peacetime missions must be accomplished regardless of the mix of
Table 1
EFFECT ON BUDGET OF THE RIPPLE EFFECT OF MOVING C-5s a
USAF
-

C-5A O&S costa

+ C-5B O&S costa
+ Non-recurring

costa of C-5B
beddown
0 No change in MAC
airlift mission

USAFR
- C-5A associate unit
O&S costs
+ C-5B associate
unit O&S costs
+ C-5A unit O&S costs
at Kelly
+ Non-recurring costs
of C-5A beddown at
Kelly
+ Non-recurring costs
of new C-130 beddown
at Peterson and March

System-wide
+ Change in marginal
cost of personnel
acquisition

+ Personnel turnover cost due to
change

+ Net change in C/HC-130
O&8 at Peterson and March
- C-130 annual cost
savings due to economies
of scale
+ Non-recurring costs
of HC-130s beddown at

Portland
in HC-130 annual

+ Chanp

costs at Portland
- HC-130 O&S savings due
to economies of scale
at Portland
0Fber

may also be a (negative) readiness impact during the transi-
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Reserve and Active units in the force. However, the relative mix of
these units in the force can make a peacetime mission more or less
costly to perform. The transfer of weapon systems and equipment
from the Active inventory to the Reserve components may alter the
operating tempo, and therefore costs, of both the Active and Reserve
units as they try to meet the peacetime mission requirements. An
interesting example of this situation occurred when the Congress
proposed MAC C-141 aircraft be transferred to the Reserves without
funding replacement aircraft to perform the C-141 peacetime airlift
missions 161. As a result, either the Reserves would have had to drastically increase their flying hours to undertake a proportional share of
the airlift mission or else the remaining Active fleet would have had to
continue to perform the mission, using fewer aircraft and fewer assignment crews. Either way, the expected savings from the transfer could
not be fully realized and the proposal was reconsidered.
Personnel Pipelines
Besides affecting the performance of peacetime missions, force
restructuring also can affect the accomplishment of personnel training
goals. For instance, besides their peacetime mission responsibilities,
the pool of active duty aircrew officers also is a source of seasoned,
rated officers for flying instructor requirements and for the overhead
staff positions that require flying experience. The flying hour program
provides for the maturing of rated officers for these training and overhead staff positions. If the number of aircraft in the Active Force is
reduced appreciably, then, as we found in the above C-141 and C-130
examples, the Active Force will have to fly more hours per aircraft, or
the Reserve component aircraft will somehow have to be used for this
purpose.2 Either way, an increased operating tempo and resultant
operating costs should reflect this maturing requirement.
Other personnel pipelines may be affected by restructuring as well.
For instance, the cost of individual acquisition and training for reservist roplacement is predicated on assumptions about the number of prior
service personnel who will transition from the Active Force. If restructuring reduces the flow of this pipeline of previously trained personnel
into the Reserves, then the acquisition and training costs of non-prior
service recruits will increase.
2

Prhpe by earmarking, but not actually releasing, some proportion of the aircraft to

the pin4n Reserve units.

•
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TOTAL FORCE COST APPROACH
Cost analyses typically support policy decisions. The policy decision
(or decision maker) must adequately define the scope of the change for
the purpose of the cost analysis (or cost analyst). This definition
should include the factors that are held constant, the factors that vary,
and how much of the "ripple" should be costed. If more than one unit
is involved in the change, two cost analysis approaches are possible.
One approach involves separately costing each unit change and then
summing the individual costs to arrive at the total resulting costs. The
second approach would consider the total effect across all units
involved and then estimate the costs of this overall force perturbation.
Both approaches should lead to the same result. The important
issues are that the change being costed is clearly defined and that all
appropriate costs are considered.
When a significant force restructuring results from a specific change,
a more comprehensive total force cost analysis approach is needed to
reveal the total (net) budgetary impact of all of the force changes that
are related, directly or indirectly, to the primary change. The extent to
which the associated force-wide changes should be included in the cost
estimate depends upon the focus of the decision.

I

III. NON-RECURRING COSTS RESULTING FROM
UNIT CHANGES

This section describes the analysis of the non-recurring costs associated with units undergoing change in the Reserve Force structure. It
presents the guidelines and assumptions used in our analysis, defines
the various elements of non-recurringcost, and describes the current
methods and data sources used by the Reserve components to estimate
these elements of cost.
Defining the scope of the cost analysis is very important; the
"change" that is costed must be clearly delineated. We have made a
number of assumptions in this regard. These assumptions should be
examined and modified as necessary to conform to the particular decision objectives of the cost analysis of specific unit changes.
GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The following are the general guidelines and assumptions adopted
for our analysis of non-recurring cost:
* All appropriate costs are included, regardless of the
component's budget in which they are reflected. Although our
analysis deals with changes to Reserve Force units, we include
in the cost estimates any applicable costs c9ntained in Active
Force budgets.
" Sunk costs are excluded. We do not include any costs that
have been incurred in the past because of prior decisions or
force changes. Sunk costs may include the cost of weapon systems, support equipment, and personnel already in the force,
the initial acquisition and training cost of prior service personnel recruited by the Reserve components to satisfy the personnel requirements of force changes, and the cost of existing facilities even if these facilities were constructed in the past in
anticipation of future force changes.
" We limit the scope of the analysis to the specific unit undergoing the change. Although the effect of changes may ripple
through the force and have other, system-wide effects, we
choose to examine each unit change individually. If necessary,
the relevant costs of individual unit changes can be added
13
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together to estimate the total cost associated with a force
change.
• The cost effects on force-wide overhead are excluded. Changes
to the force structure, especially those changes that involve a
growth in the force, may result in changes to overhead functions. For example, new units will result in increased training
requirements and, therefore, increased training overhead. We
could not identify any change in overhead costs in our case
study analyses. Such costs may exist for changes involving
major restructuring of the force or large numbers of units.
* All costs are in FY1985 dollars. Case study costs and factors
used in the development of the methodology which were in
other year dollars were converted to the FY1985 base using
published Department of Defense inflation indices.
NON-RECURRING COST ELEMENTS
The non-recurnng costs associated with force changes can be
separated into five categories:
1. Construction of unit facilities
2. Procurement of unit equipment, including test and support
equipment, initial training munitions, and initial spare parts
3. Personnel acquisition
4. Personnel training
5. Other
The "other" cost category includes any costs not accounted for in
the previous four categories, for example, the cost of transporting personnel and equipment. We could not separately identify any significant "other" costs in our case studies. Because the "other" cost
category provided very little in our analyses we do not treat it separately in the following cost element discussions and case study results.
Each of the elements of non-recurring cost is discussed below, and
includes a description of the current cost estimating methods and general data sources used by the services.
Construction
Construction cost includes the expenditures necessary to build or
alter the facilities used by the unit in performing its mission and functions. These include hangars, runways, docks, maintenance buildings,
administration buildings, and personnel support facilities such as

dining halls, comi,
nd barracks. We could not directly ids.tify any constction costs associated with personnel euppoet functiom
in our cost studies, primarily because Rsmerve Force personnel hav lit-

tle dmand for such facilities. They ar at the unit bamig locat
only a small fraction of the time. (In the Naval Resves, the full-tims
Training and Administration of Resrve personnel and the active USN
personnel do require personnel upport facilitim.) Of course, if peronel support facilitim need to be built or expanded becaum of a unit
chang, then the cost should be included in the analysi .
The magnitude of the construction cost due to a unit change is a
function of the facility requirements of the "new' unit and the fclti
that an available on the base. Therefore, adding a new unit to the
force usually results in higher construction costs than if an existing
unit is changed in some way, such as by equipment

sI

When there is a choice of where to base a new unit or where to institute a unit change, the services will survey available facilitie on exiting bases in an attempt to minimize the amount of new Construction
required. However, political and other constraints may dominate unit
location decisions.
Servie Approaeh Each service and component estimates construction costs in similar ways. First, they develop a facility requirements list describing the facilities needed to support the weapon
system's operations. It is based on the size and complexity of the
specific weapon system, the maintenance and other logistics support

policies, and personnel needs. Then, site surveys are performed to
determine if the reuired facilities are available as excess on any exist-

ing ban. The comparison between what is require and what is available results in the numbers and sioe of facilitme that must be con-

structed or modified for several site options. The costs of the required
construction are then estimated using service and Department of
Defense cost guides [9] and the actual coa of similar facilitie constructW

in the recent past. Factors m applied to a4*ut the coast esti-

mates based on the geographical am of the country and any unmqu
fgatures of the fclits. Costs, political concerns, am the availaity
of Reserve Force personnel in a geographic region are compared for
several sites and a choice is made.
Each Air Force base annually submits a Form 90, "Utilisation of
Facilities," which identifie the units and numbers of pesonmel on the
base, their facility quimnt, the falitie that exist on the bass,
and any sbortfall or excess faciliti
These fom povide Rmerve
'An
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Force plannem with information on the facility status of various bases.
Requirements are specified in Air Force Manual 86-2 [7] and are supplsnmstod with facility requirement information from the Active Force
for aircraft that are transiting from the Active to the Reserves. Air
Yom

Rpltion

86-1 [81 describes the procedures for programming

construction projects.,
Ones construction requirements are identified for a given base, a site
review is performed to further refine estimated construction cost Cost
estimates are based on historic information of similar construction pro.
jects modified with labor and material indices for the geographical
region. Department of Defense construction cost review guides [91 and
cost factor provide additional information to help in the estimation of
construction costs. The cost of Air Reserve Force construction is
reflected in the Reserve or National Guard budgets.
For aviation units, a totally enclosed hangar for maintenance activities, attached component repair shop, and a fuel system maintenance
dock with specified environmental properties are the minimum requirements. Suitable runways and parking areas, squadron operations
rooms, and munitions facilities may also be required.
The Naval Reserve construction requirements are identified and
programmed in much the same way as the Air Reserve Force requirementL The main difference is that the Navy Reserve Surface Force
typically relies upon Active Force planners or geographically located

field activities of the Naval Facilities Command to provide require-

mnte and cot estimates.
The Navy relies on the historic cost of similar construction projects
and on the DoD cost guides and area indices. They also use an on-line
dat base of previous construction projects to help in the cost estimation process.
Cost IMue Non-recurring construction costs often involve "piggybecking" and advance planning associated with construction activities.
Facilities deteriorate over time, requiring minor construction and renovae.
These minor construction projects are typically grouped
togther in sevice budgets under a ingle category and are difficult to
and. When a maor construction project is programmed and funded,
some of the minor construction due to normal deterioration may be

included o "piybckd"
Anticipation of future changes may also be included in construction
plan. For exampl, F-4 facilities have been built with F-16 requiremeets taken into account. In our analysi, we attempt to eliminate
aees oe L 17 Weofber with "Ree Prputy kvntox" documents for an euthnt-
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piggybacked costs and assume that prior construction expenditures
represent a sunk cost and should not be included.
The facility construction associated with force changes is based on
unit and weapon system requirements and the existing facilities at the
base. The construction costs of force changes are unique to each
specific change. For this reason, a parametric estimating relationship
for construction costs would be difficult, if not impossible, to develop,
suggesting that the construction cost portion of a non-recurring cost
model would probably be based on gross estimates and inputs of known
cost requirements.
Equipment Procurement
This category includes the cost of all ancillary equipment required
for the unit to perform its mission. It includes ground support equipment (typically termed "yellow gear"), maintenance support and test
equipment, training equipment, initial spare parts, and the initial unit
munition requirements. The procurement cost of the major weapon
system (aircraft or ship) may also be included depending on the policy

decision supported by the cost analysis.
As previously mentioned, we do not include the cost of equipment
already in the total force inventory. For example, if existing aircraft
and equipment are transferred from an Active to a Reserve Force unit,
the procurement cost is considered sunk, having been incurred in previous budgets. If prior decisions have resulted in the procurement of new
equipment, and the decision objectives being supported by the cost
analysis are concerned only with which component should receive the
new equipment, the weapon system procurement cost should be
excluded from the cost analysis.
Support equipment requirements are specified by the weapon system
Table of Allowances in the Air Force or the Individual Material Readines List (IMRL) in the Navy. These requirement documents specify
the numbers and types of support equipment needed for a ship or for
various numbers of unit aircraft. Matching the requirements with
available equipment results in the requirement for support equipment
procurement. Historic unit costs of the equipment, in combination
with the requirements, results in the total cost of support equipment.
In both the Air Force and Navy, the cost of support equipment for

Reserve Force units is often contained in Active budgets, especially if
the new aircraft or ship is from production rather than existing inventory.
The dispersed peacetime basing of Reserve and National Guard aviation units may require more items of support equipment than the

!t
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consolidated peacetime basing of Active units. For example, if one
piece of test equipment is required for every 36 aircraft, two pieces will
be needed for an Active wing of 72 aircraft on a single base, but three
pieces will be required for Reserve component units with 24 aircraft on
each of three bases.
Collocation of units may result in the sharing of certain items of
support equipment. Such sharing occurs more frequently in Air Force
Reserve aircraft units, which are often collocated with Active units,
than for Air National Guard units, which are usually based on commercial airfields. Wartime mobilization requirements may reduce the
potential for sharing equipment because of individual squadron deployment requirements.
For force decisions involving the transfer of aircraft or ships from
the Active to Reserve components, excess support equipment may be
available. If the weapon system is being phased out of the Active
inventory or if the number of units of the weapon system is being
reduced in the total force, the existing equipment that supports the
Active unit may also be transited to the Reserve unit, thereby reducing
the requirement for support equipment procurement.
Similar to the estimation of construction costs, support equipment
costs associated with force changes are unique to particular changes
and basing locations. The gross requirement levels are dictated by the
specific weapon system and basing options. The net requirements are
influenced by the availability of existing equipment in the force inventory and the degree of sharing that is possible. For this reason, it is
difficult to develop general relationships for estimating the support
equipment costs associated with force changes.
Personnel Acquisition
This category includes the cost of personnel recruiting, basic training, and initial skill training. Costs include recruiting expenses, pay
and allowances of trainers and trainees, and the variable cost of training materials, equipment, and supplies.
The non-recurring costs associated with personnel acquisition can be
estimated as the product of the number of personnel that must be
recruited and trained and the per capita acquisition cost. Since initial
skill training costs will vary by skill requirements, there should be
separate per capita cost factors for different skill requirements, at least
for aggregate skill levels such as aircrew, maintenance, and administration. Prior service gains and location unique factors should be included
in the personnel requirements and average cost factor calculations.
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(Service and case specific cost factors and turnover rates are found in
the appendix.)
The personnel strength and skill requirements for a unit are dictated
by unit manning documents. If the force change involves the modification of an existing unit, personnel acquisition requirements equal the
difference between the strengths of the old and new configurations. If
the change involves the creation of a new unit, the unit strength
requirements represent the upper bound on the number of people to be
acquired. Because prior service personnel have been trained as part of
the Active Force, they result in only minor recruiting costs to the
Reserve components. Non-prior service personnel, however, incur f
acquisition and initial training costs. Thus, the personnel acquisition
requirement must be modified to reflect the percentage who are likely
to be prior service. We call this a prior service factor. It is developed
by taking average prior service gains divided by average total gains
(minus reenlistment). The prior service factor is applied to the personnel acquisition requirement to calculate the number of non-prior service personnel that the Reserves must acquire and train.
The timing of the force change, especially for changes involving the
creation of a new unit, also affects personnel acquisition costs. If the
new unit must be brought up to full strength in a short period of time,
additional recruiting resources or enlistment bonuses may be required
to meet the recruitment goals. If the unit can be phased into the force
on a gradual basis, personnel acquisition and training can be spread
over the period of transition.
Location specific demographics may also affect recruiting costs. If
the geographic area surrounding the basing location can not readily
supply the necessary personnel gains, additional recruiting resources or
enlistment bonuses may be required. Any site specific personnel
acquisition costs should be included.
Personnel Training
This category comprises the training or retmining of personnel to
meet the specific skill requirements of the unit. It includes the specialty training beyond initial skill training provided to new members of

the Reserve Force unit, and the retraining or cross-training of existing
unit members or prior service accessions in the skill requirements of
the new unit r'luipment. Included are the costs for pay and allowances
of the trainer and trainees, travel, and the variable portion of training
equipment, supplies, and support.
Personnel training costs can be estimated as the product of the
number of people requiring training and the average cost of the
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training summed over the vaious skill requirements. For new unit
activations, the majority of the unit personnel will require skill training. For modifications to existing units, usually only maintenance personnel and equipment operators will require retraining on the new
equipment; the personnel support, administrative, and clerical skills for
the new, modified unit are usually the same as the skills required for
the old unit functions.
If the force change involves the modification of an existing unit, the
degree of similarity between the old and new configuration can greatly
affect training costs. For example, if a fighter unit is being modernized
by introducing a newer fighter aircraft, the existing skill requirements
may change very little. If, however, a fighter unit is transiting to a
transport unit, the existing personnel skills may have little applicabil-

ity, thereby necessitating substantial retraining.
Average cost factors for the unit training requirements can be difficult to develop, especially for non-aircrew personnel, for several reasons. First, the Reserve components have only limited information on
total training costs since they include only trainee pay, allowances, and
travel in their budgetary estimates. The coats associated with schools
are reflected in Active budgets. Second, numerous courses may be
required. The number varies on a case-by-case basis and is difficult to

predict. Finally, a large portion of the new skill training may be
accomplished with on-the-job training (OJT) or with field training
detadiments (FTDs), where the schools will send the appropriate
instructors to the unit basing location to conduct school training onsite. This type of training costs less than formal school courses, but
the services do not track thes costs.
The services typically track aircrew training costs closely. Thus,
suitable aircrew training cost factors may be available from the Reserve
component cost organizations or from the Active training schools. For
example, Air Force aircrew training costs are contained in Ref. 10.
The training coat factors for maintenance skills are not closely
tracked, but can be estimated using an average course length and an
average cost per day. Although the course lengths and costs will vary
over the various skill requirements, the factors developed from the simple average technique usually supply fairly good approximations.
The services attempt to send all the full-time equipment operators
and maintenance personnel to formal school courses or FTD. These
full-time personnel then provide OJT for the part-time reservists. An

exception is the Active USN personnel that stay with a ship when it
transfers to the Naval Surface Reserve Force. These personnel become

part of the Reserve ship crew and, since they are already trained, do
not incur retraining costs.
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Some skill areas will require more than one course. For example,
maintenance personnel may need a quality assurance or corrosion control course in addition to specific maintenance course requirements.
For large changes such as the conversion of the C-5 in the Air Reserve
components, it may be impossible to provide all the school training
requirements. For such large changes, OJT and FiDs are heavily
relied upon.
As an initial estimating relationship for personnel training costs

associated with unit changes, the following steps can be used.
1.

For new unit activation&, assume that all personnel (less prior
service gains or active duty personnel ordered into the unit)
will require training. For existing unit modifications, assume
that only equipment operators and maintenance personnel will

require retraining.
2.

For equipment operators, use the appropriate cost factors from
Active references (e.g., Ref. 10) or cost information from the
training schools. Prior service aircrew members may require
retraining on a specific weapon system, but should not require
initial specialty training (e.g., undergraduate pilot trainingUPT). If cost factors are available for other skill requirements, use them to estimate training costs; if they are not
available, use the approximations suggested in (3) below.
For maintenance personnel, assume all full-time unit members
will receive a full school course (this assumption may overstate costs since partial courses may be sufficient) and the
part-time unit members will receive FTD or an abbreviated
school course. Use average days per school course to estimate
total training day requirements for full-time personnel and
average days per abbreviated school course for part-time unit
personnel. Use average costs per school training day to estimate training costs.

3.

The relationship suggested above approximates training costs. The
relationship will underestimate the true cost impact for unit changes
that involve large numbers of new personnel or large differences
between the old and new unit configuration.
Many factors affect this element of cost, including the degree of
similarity between the old and new weapon system, prior service/nonprior service mix of unit personnel, the time schedule for accomplishing
the unit change, and the specific number and duration of the various
required courses. Further analysis in this area should result in better
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methods for estimating the personnel training requirements associated
with unit changes.
Air Reserve Force units undergoing change are often assigned additional drill days to enable personnel to accomplish the additional work
load involved in the transition. These days, usually found under Special Training, Unit Conversions in the Budget Justifications, are allotted to part-time reservists.

Units undergoing change usually receive

additional drill days for up to a two-year period to complete the transition.

These additional drill days must be accounted for in non-

recurring costs for the transition period. The costs for these days are
estimated by multiplying average manpower costs per Active duty drill
day times the number of reservists in the unit who do not have fulltime civilian unit duties.
Naval Air Reserve units usually transition to a new aircraft within a
one-year period. The unit as a whole does not receive additional training days. However, Selected Reserve aircrew members may receive
additional drill days during the transition period to familiarize themselves with the new aircraft. (Care must be taken not to double count
any such additional drill days with the training costs mentioned previously.)
The Naval Surface Reserve Force begins the transition process at
least a year before they receive a new ship. The objective of this pretransition period is to recruit and train the Selected Reserve members
of the unit and to identify and assign the appropriate full-time personnel. The Reserve unit will be trained and in place when the ship
actually transitions from the Active fleet. The cost of this initial
preparation period before receipt of the ship should be included in the
non-recurring costs under personnel training costs.
The next section presents the results of the actual case studies
examined during the research and draws some general conclusions from
these results.

IV. CASE STUDY RESULTS

A number of specific Reserve component unit changes were analyzed
in an attempt to understand the magnitude of the associated nonrecurring costs and the factors that affect the resulting costs. These
case studies include the modernization of existing squadrons in the Air
Reserve Force components either with new production aircraft (F-16)
or with aircraft transferred from the Active inventory (C-5, C-141), the
activation of new surface units in the Naval Reserve (FF1052, FFG7),
and the modernization of existing Naval Air Reserve squadrons with
aircraft transferred from the Active Force (F-14, A-7E). For each of
these cases, the costs of different basing locations were examined. In
total, non-recurring costs were analyzed for 15 case study units.
The costs for each of the case studies represent program budget estimates; they are not the actual costs incurred by the unit transition.
Actual costs are very difficult to track, especially in the personnelrelated areas. The majority of personnel acquisition and training is
monitored at the unit level. The actual personnel-related costs associated with changes are rarely reported to the Reserve component cost
groups and are often "lost" from the system. The construction and
equipment costs are controlled by force-level organizations and, therefore, are more accurately estimated and tracked.
The construction and equipment costs were received from the
appropriate Reserve component budget and programming groups. The
personnel-related costs are based on information from the programming groups plus average per capita factors used by the services or
developed in previous cost analyses. The non-recurring costs associated with the various case studies are separately described in more
detail in the following charts and are summarized in Table 2. Details
on each of the case studies are contained in the appendix.
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NAVAL SURFACE RESERVE FORCES: FRIGATE
TRANSFERS
Background. The Active Navy is moving 26 FF1052 and FFG7 class
frigates to the Naval Reserve Force. These ships represent new unit
activations in the Reserves. The ships will be based at a number of
locations on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. The case study examines
the introduction of four FFI052s at San Francisco and two at New
York and the basing of six FFG7s at Long Beach and two ships at
Puget Sound.

Description:

Long Beach is a large Active base with excess facilities.
San Francisco, New York, and Puget Sound need extensive renovation or expansion.

Construction:

Pier projects are required at San Francisco, New York,
and Puget Sound. Ship Intermediate Maintenance
Activity (SIMA) construction is required at all locations.

SIMA equipment:

Required at all locations.

Personnel

Each FF1062 has 87 full-time Training and Administm-

acquisition

Personnel
traininr

tion of Reserve (TAR) and 139 part-time Selected
Reserve (SelRes) crew members. Each FFG7 has 46 TAR
and 76 SelRes crew members. An additional 100 full-time
SIMA personnel are required for each ship.
All TAR and SelRe crew members require training
courses.
Total
Non-Recurring
Costs ($M)

FF1062:
FFG7:

San Francisco (4 ships) .............
New York (2 ships) .................
Long Beach (6 ships) ...............
Puget Sound (2 ships) ..............

58.0
36.2
30.4
74.4
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NAVAL AIR RESERVE FORCES: F-4 TO F-14 UNIT
MODERNIZATION
Background. Two F-4S squadrons (12 aircraft each) at Dallas Naval
Air Station (NAS) are being modernized with F-14 aircraft from existing Active inventory. These Active aircraft are available from pipeline
and peacetime attrition replacement excesses. Active F-14 units are
not affected. The case study addresses the option of activating two
new Reserve F-14 units at Oceana NAS compared with modernizing
the current F-4 squadrons at Dallas.

Description:
Construction:

Equipment and
spare procurement:

Dallas NAS
Reserve base with no
current F-14 squadrons.

Oceana NAS
Active basing location for

New F-14 unit requires an
addition to the Intermedi-

all F-14 squadrons in the
Atlantic Fleet.
Two new squadrons on
the bane require hangar

ate Maintenance Facility.

and ramp space.

New F-14 peculiar support equipment and spare
parts are required.

Availability of existing
F-14 repair capability and
spare parts reduces
requirement for new buys.
Some prepositioned support equipment and spare

parts are required.
Personnel
acquisition:

Each F-14 unit must
acquire 24 new TAR personnel.

Personnel
training-

Two units require 282 enlisted maintenance personnel
to take 477 courses (including Aviation Training
Series courses, compressed courses, and split course);
the full-time aircrew members receive a 6-month
course; part-time aircrew members require a condensed
course that includes 10 flight hours.

Each new F-14 unit
requires 263 total unit
personnel of which 125
are TAR. Added demand
on already strained
recruiting supply requires
additional recruiting
resources.

Total

Non-Recurring
Costs ($M)
Dallas NAS ...................................
Oceana NAS ..................................

36.0
34.2
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NAVAL AIR RESERVE FORCES: A-7B TO A-7E
MODERNIZATION
Background. The introduction of new F/A-18 aircraft into the
Active inventory results in the transfer of A-7E aircraft to the Reserve
components. These aircraft will be used to modernize existing A-7B
squadrons. The case study compares the costs of modernizing existing
units at Atlanta (VA205), New Orleans (VA204), and Cecil (VA203)
Naval Air Stations.
Atlanta/New OrleansNAS

Description:

Reserve bases with no
current A-7E squadrons.

Construction:

Engine shop required at
New Orleans.
New A-7E peculiar support equipment and spare
parts are required.

Equipment and
spare procurement:

Personnel
acquisition:
Personnel
training,

Cecil NAS

Active basing location for
all A-7E squadrons in
Atlantic Fleet.
Adequate facilities.

Availability of existing
Active A-7E repair capability and spare parts
reduces requirement for
new buys. Some prepositioned support equipment
is required.
A-7E manning equal to A-7B strength. Each A-7E
unit requires 23 additional TAR personnel (and, therefore, 23 fewer SelRes personnel).
Each squadron requires retraining of 198 maintenance
personnel; aircrews require very minimal recertification effort because of Active service experience.
Total
Non-Recurring
Costs ($M)

Atlanta NAS .................................. 10.4
New Orleans NAS .............................
10.5
Cecil NAS .................................... 1.3
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AIR RESERVE FORCES: C-5A TRANSFER
Background. As new C-5Bs enter the USAF, the older C-5As will be
transferred to ez!iting units in the Reserve components. The AFR
units receiving the C-5As will transfer their older aircraft to other
Reserve units. Among the units selected to receive the C-5As are an
existing C-130 USAFR unit at Kelly AFB and an 0-2 Air National
Guard (ANG) unit at Stewart Airfield. The case studies of these two
units shows the wide variance possible in construction costs due to unit
siting.

AFR, Keily AFB

ANG, Stewart Airfield

Description:

The existing C-130 unit at
a large Active base began
receiving 16 C-5A in 1985.

An existing 0-2 unit at a
new field began receiving
8 C-5As in 1985.

Construction:

New hangar, apron,
maintenance facilities
needed.

Full C-5 facility construction required.

Equipment:

No transfer or sharing of
support equipment.
Aircrew is prior service.
Total acquisition equals
1110 enlisted.

No transfer or sharing of
support equipment.

Aircrew of 128 pilots and
288 enlisted require
retraining. 740 full-time
maintenance personnel
must be trained,

Aircrew of 64 pilots and
144 enlisted require
retraining. 377 full-time
maintenance personnel
must be trained.

Personnel
acquisition:

Personnelb
training.

Aircrew is prior service.
Total acquisition equals
36 officers and 652
enlisted.

Total
Non-Recurring

Costs ($M)

Kelly AFB ....................................
Stewart Airfield ...............................

106.8
127.3

The Air Force has recently increased the number of C-5s at Stewart from 8 to 12.
The personnel figures are based on the original 8-aircraft unit.
bThe Air Force has recently reduced the crew ratio for AFR C-5s from 4 to 2. The
aircrew figures are based on the original 4.0 crew ratio.

YI
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AIR RESERVE FORCES: C-141 TRANSFER
Background. The USAF will be drawing down their C-141 assets
from several different units and transferring them to existing Reserve
units. The aircraft that the C-141 are replacing will modernize other
units. Two of the units receiving the C-141s are an AFR unit at
Andrews and a ANG unit at Jackson, Mississippi.

Description:

Construction:

AFR, Andrews AFB
An existing C-130 unit at
Andrews will receive 8
C-141s beginning in 1986.
Andrews is a large base
with collocated Active airlift units.
Because of existing facilities at Andrews, only hangar modifications are

ANG, Jackson Airfield
An existing C-130 unit at
Jackson will receive 8
C-141s beginning in 1986.
Jackson is a small ANG
field.

No transfer or sharing of
support equipment.
Aircrew is prior service.
Total acquisition equals
15 officers and 273
enlisted.
Aircrew of 64 pilots and
112 enlisted require
retraining, 165 full-time
maintenance personnel
require training,

No transfer or sharing of
support equipment.
Aircrew is prior service.
Total acquisition equals 2
officers and 175 enlisted.

The new aircraft require a
new hangar and new fuel
storage facilities.

required.
Equipment:
Personnel
acquisition:

Personnel
training.

Aircrew of 64 pilots and
122 enlisted require
retraining. 155 full-time
maintenance personnel
require training.
Total
Non-Recurring
Costs ($M)

Andrews AFB ................................. 28.1
Jackson Airfield ............................... 39.8
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AMR RESERVE FORCES: F-16 MODERN17ATION
A*wronc Now F-lOCDs coming off the probaction line wil be
placed directly into the Reserve. These aircraft will go to ez~ig
units who will send their current ircraft to other locatloem There will
be no increase in the number of flying units in the Reserve, An AFR
unit at Luke AFB and an ANG unit at Kelly will recerve the now
F-16s. These, two case show the cost effects of wea-soa systeme procurement and offer an example of the costs essociated with special
recruiin efforts.
AFR. Luke APB
An existing unit will send
its CH/HH-3e to an existiug unit in Portland and
receive 24 F-lba beginning
in 1987. uke is an
Active fighter training
base
The existing base will

Description:

*
Construction:

need new maintenance

and operations facilities
Current hangars and
aprons are adequate.
There is no sharing or
transfer of equipment

Equipment-

acquistion:
Total cquistion suab

ANG, KeWy APB
An existing F-4 unit will
begin receiving 24 new
F-lbs in 1967. Kelly is a
Iamp Active bass.

The ANG fighter unit at

Kelly AFB provides all

the needed faciitie
except a simulator facility.
There is no sharing or
transfer of squieset

T

tal otal.: qul

eCnststed.
training

Keel
AFB

reur reriin.146.ure

nd In addiion

1adn

esne utb

7
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CASK STUDY COOT EMPLICATIONS
The non-recurring costs displayed in Table 2 show a high dsgree of
variability across the cass ezamined. When the unit change is minor
in mature-the A-7 -oenzto in the Naval Reserve, for examplemo-recurring costs ane minimal. When the unit change is more substential, involving either a new unit, such as the Naval Reserve tigMsme, or a mqor -ndurnization, such as the Air Reserve C-5s the
resulting non-recurring costs can be much larger. Overall, the case
stud results suggest that the non-recurring costs associated with
Rssrv component unit changes are greatly dependent on the specific
type of change and the characteristics surrounding the change.
Table 2
NON-RECURRING COSTS FOR CASE STUDY UNITS
(Millions of FY196 dollars)
Non-Recurring Costs
Conatruction

can Staad
Nowel RAsemv
MlOM± San Francisco (4 ships)
Now York (2 ships)
M77:
LeMg IN P (6 ships)
Pullt Souad (2 ships)
A-73L
CecN (12 PAA)
Atlanta (12 PAA)
New Orlesa (12 FAA)
F-14Osem (54 FAA)
Do"m 124 PAA)
Air PAnst'
F-16:
C-&
C-141:

Support
Eqkuipment
Procursment

41.1
31.2
11.2
W8.0
0
0
1.4

6.9
(a)
(a)

Personnel
Acquisition

Personnel
Training Total
3.6
1.8
13.0
4.3
0.6
0.6
0.6

K8.
36.2
30.4
74.4

0.7
9.8
8.5

6.4
3.2
6.2
2.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

19.0
3.2

9.5
29.8

2.7
0.0

3.0
3.0

34.2
36.0

1.3
10.4
10.5

Wike (24 PAM)
Keily (24 PAM)
Kelly (16 PAA)
S&ew_, (S pAA)b

16.0
21

18.0
18.0

4.2
0.8

56.9
37.7

96.1
5&.6

55.
91.8

Andew. (8 FAA)
Jacksn (5 PAA)

6.9
1M.

182
17.3
12.0
12.0

3.1
2.7
0.8
0.7

30.0
15.5
8.4
8.

106.8
127.3
28.
39.8

@Not awalshle
bPfNGB*ylume

to 12 aixrrat; cost data arn based on original 8-aircraft allocation.
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Construction, support equipment, and aircrew training costs
represent the majority of the non-recurring costs in the various came
studies. Personnel acquisition and training (other than aircrew) costs
are typically minor, even when additional recruiting efforts and enlistment bonuses are required. Non-recurring costs can therefore be
reduced if basing locations offer available facilities and equipment and
if prior service aircrew personnel with experience in the new weapon

system can be acquired.
The cost advantages of various basing locations are apparent in the
case study results. If the Reserve Force unit change can be implemented at a large Active base, non-recurring costs can be reduced.
Changes at smaller National Guard or Reserve bases are typically more
expensive because of lack of existing facilities, support equipment, and
maintenance support activities. This effect is seen at Long Beach
versus San Francisco, New York, or Puget Sound (Navy frigate case),
Kelly versus Stewart (Air Force C-5 case), and Andrews versus Jackson
(Air Force C-141 case). Political, demographic, or operational constraints may dictate specific basing locations, but, if the options are
available, collocation on Active bases may result in lower non-recurring
costs than siting Reserve component units independently on smaller
Reserve or commercial airfields.
The advantage of an Active base is negated, however, when the
Active base does not have excess capacity or when the change involves
an existing unit on a Reserve component base. This effect is seen in
the comparison of the costs of the Navy Reserve F-14 modernization at
Dallas versus Oceana. The Active base at Oceana provides the advantage of existing intermediate-level maintenance capability but does not
have available hangars and other facilities. Dallas, on the other hand,
has facilities available from the existing F-4 unit but requires substantial F-14 support equipment and spare parts.
When a change involves a transfer from the Active to the Reserve
components or a decision between placing a new unit or weapon system
in the Active versus the Reserve, the total life-cycle cost must be considered. Although the initial, non-recurring costs of implementing a
change in the Reserve components may appear large by itself, it may
be small compared with the cost of operating and supporting the unit
over a number of years. For example, the non-recurring costs associated with the C-5 change are over 100 million dollars. However, the
annual operating and support costs for an Active C-5A unit are close to
150 million dollars [10]. If the Reserves realize a lower annual cost
than the Active Force (previous studies [4] suggest that in certain cases
an Air Reserve Force unit can save up to 30 percent of the annual cost
4s

of a similar Active unit), the initial non-recurring cost may be recouped

in a few year.
Our can studies have considered only Air and Naval Reserve Force
combat units. Changes to other types of units, services, or components
may result in different types and magnitudes of costs and different factors and characteristics that affect the resulting non-recurring costs.
For example, changes to Army Reserve Force units may result in miwh
lower costs because of the substantially different environment and
characteristics of Army units as compared with Air Force and Navy
units. Army units are labor intensive (the Army is often said to "equip
the man"), whereas Air Force and Navy units are capital intensive
("man the equipment"). Army equipment typically requires few facilities, often being positioned in large, outdoor motor pools. Also, there
are usually very modest support equipment requirements for Army
equipment, although this is changing as the Army acquires new, 'hightech" systems such as the M-1 tank, Patriot missile, and Blackhawk
and Apache helicopters. Finally, Army skill requirements are often less
than the Air Force and Navy requirements because of fewer avionics
systems. Even aircrew training costs for Army helicopters are significantly less than aircrew training costs for the fighters and transport
aircraft of the Navy and Air Force.
The magnitude of the non-recurring costs and the inferences drawn
from the case study analyses should not be generalized across all services, components, and types of units. Each change must be evaluated
independently to reliably measure the associated costs.
In summary, the case study results suggest that the non-recurring
costs aociated with Reserve component unit changes are unique to
each change and not easily predictable on a general basis. There are
ways in which the non-recurring costs can be reduced, such as by collocation with other, similarly equipped units, but each change and basing
location must be thoroughly examined to understand the constraints
and costs involved.

teiV.

CONCLUSIONS

The fir step in estimating the costs asociated with implementing
a change to the Reserve Force structure is to define the boundaries or

scope of the decision being addresseu At one level, there are costs
directly associated with the specific unit undergoing the change. Thee
primary unit costs include the initial non-recurring expenditures for
now facilities and support equipment and for the acquisition, training,

or retraining of unit personnel. Primary unit cost effects also include
the change in annual operating and support costs resulting from the
creation of the new unit or changes to an existing unit.
The total cost effects of a change to the Reserve Force stuture
often go beyond the direct costs associated with the specific unit under-

going the change. Secondary, or force-wide, costs result either from
unit changes rippling through the Reserve Force structure or from
changes to the1 operational requirements of other units in the total
force structure.
The costs resulting from changes to Reserve Force units are highly
variable and depend greatly on the circumstances surrounding the
change. The remainder of this section summarizes the factors that
affect the costs due to force changes.
CONTEXT OF CHANGES
The costs resulting from changes to the Reserve Force structure are
dependent not only on the type of change but also on the context of
the change in terms of the total force structure. We can categorize the
types of change into those decisions that affect the number of Reserve
component units and those that affect an existing Reserve component
unit. These changes to the Reserve components can be implemented
without changing the structure of the Active Force or made in concert
with a change to an Active unit. We, therefore, define four general
categories of force change:
1. Change the number of Reserve Force units; Active Force is
unchanged
'It should be noted that the

rippling of chanse through the force structure results

not only in incresed cort but also in increased operational capability as older, obsolete
weapon systea an replaced by more modern and capable equipment.
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2.
3.

Change the number of Reserve Force units; Active Force
changes.
Change existing Reserve Force unit; Active Force is

unchanged.
4.

Change existing Reserve Force unit; Active Force changes.

We could further classify each of the above four categories by the
type of change (equipment modernization, unit equipment augmentation, or mission enhancement) and by whether the Active change
involves a unit activation or deactivation or a change to an existing
Active unit.
Below we discuss the general effects on the costs associated with
Reserve Force changes that fall into each of the above four categories.
Because changing the number of units in the Reserve Force structure
usually involves the activation of a new Reserve unit, and because the
cost effects of Reserve unit deactivations are usually minimal (amounting to personnel termination costs offset by a decrease in the total
annual recurring budget), we will discuss changing the number of
Reserve component units only in terms of unit activations.
Activating a Reserve Force unit without changing the Active Force.
Changes rarely occur in this category. Typically, an increase in the
number of Reserve Force units is accomplished in conjunction with
changing an Active unit or with a general overall growth in the total
force (the next category to be discussed).
Non-recurring costs of changes in this category are typically large in
comparison with the cost of the other categories because existing facilities and equipment are usually not available. Also, the full complement of unit personnel must be recruited and trained. By the same
token, the annual recurring budget increases by the total annual
operating and support cost of the new unit. Secondary costs are
usually absent because the peacetime operational missions of the
Active Force are not perturbed. Secondary effects may actually result
in a reduced operational workload for existing units because of the
increase in capability provided by the new Reserve Force unit.
Activating a Reserve Force unit in conjunction with a change to the
Active Force. A current example of this category of change is the frigate program in the Naval Reserve. As the Active Navy is growing with
the procurement of new ships, Active Force FF1052 and FFG7 frigates
are being used to establish new units in the Surface Reserve Force.
The non-recurring costs of this category of change could again be
fairly large because facilities might have to be constructed and personnel must be recruited and trained. As an example, most of the new
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frigate units in the Naval Reserve required significant construction
projects. Support equipment procurement costs can be reduced if the
Reserve Force unit is created around a weapon system that is being
phased out of the Active inventory because of modernization. The
availability of the weapon system may also indicate the availability of
excess support equipment from the Active inventory. Note, however,
that the diseconomies of dispersed Reserve Force basing may lead to
higher support equipment requirements than those of consolidated
Active unit basing modes.
The non-recurring costs associated with a Reserve Force unit activation in coqjunction with an Active unit deactivation can be reduced if a
"transfer-in-place" is performed. Such a change would basically
involve only switching unit personnel. The availability of Reserve
Force personnel in the proximity of the Active basing locations is
necessary for such a unit switch.
The total annual Reserve Force operating budget will increase
because of the new unit activation. However, this increase may be
more than offset by a decrease in the annual Active budget if an Active
unit is deactivated and there is a corresponding reduction in Active
personnel strength. In this case, the total annual force budget might
be reduced while maintaining the total force size because of the lower
annual costs associated with the Reserve Force unit.
Secondary cost effects potentially Pxist within this category when an
Active unit is deactivated. If the new Reserve Force unit can not
assume the full peacetime requirements of the Active unit it replaces,
then the remaining Active units may experience an increase in operational requirements. Active personnel training patterns may also be
affected by the loss of a unit resulting in increased strain on other
units in the Active Force structure.
Change an existing Reserve Force unit without changing the Active
Force structure. Changes that fall in this category are rare because
changes to an existing Reserve Force unit are usually triggered by a
change in the Active Force. The F-14 case in the Navy is an example
that falls into this category. The modernization of Air Reserve Force
units with F-16, A-10, or F-15 aircraft also may be considered in this
category because the new aircraft are from production and not Active
inventories.
Non-recurring costs for changing an existing Reserve Force unit are
lower than the non-recurring costs associated with activating a new
Reserve Force unit because the existing unit can provide facilities,
common equipment, and personnel. The costs are higher for those
changes that involve a large difference in requirements between the
"old" and "new" Reserve unit. For example, converting an observation

~(0-2)
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unit to a large transport aircraft (C-5) unit will require more now
facilities, equipment, and personnel than modernizing a fighter unit
with a now fighter aircraft. The F-14 case study in the Navy is an
example of the low costs associated with the modernization of unit
equipment with the smne general type of aircraft.

Annual recurring cost effects of changes in this category follow the
same general pattern as non-recurring costs. If the unit change results
in minimal differences in personnel strengths, equipment operating
hours, and logistics support costs, then the annual operating budget
will not be significantly affected. However, changes involving gross
differences in requirement levels will result in greatly increased annual
unit costs.
There are usually no secondary cost effects because the Active Force
structure remains unchanged.
Changing an existing Reserve Force unit in conjunction with a change
in the Active Force. Most of the changes to existing Reserve Force
units result from changes to Active units. Weapon modernization is a
prime example. When an Active unit's equipment is replaced with a
more modern weapon system, the replaced equipment is usually then
used to modernize a Reserve component unit's more obsolete equipment. The A-7, C-5, and C-141 case studies are all examples of this
category of change.
Non-recurring costs are usually minimal because the unit and support structure already exist. Some new construction and support
equipment procurement may be required and some personnel may be
recruited and trained or current personnel retrained. If support equipment is available from Active inventories, the non-recurring costs can
be reduced even further.
As was the case in the previous category, quipment changes involving large differences in requirements will lead to higher non-recurring
costs than changes involving only slight differences between the unit's
old and new equipment. As an example, the non-recurring costs for
the Air Force C-130 to C-5 modernization were significantly higher
than the costs associated with the Naval Reserves' A-7B to A-7E
modernization.
The annual recurring cost effects for the specific unit being changed
represent the difference between the annual costs of the old and new
unit. Again, changes involving large differences in unit personnel
strengths, equipment operating levels, and logistics cost factors result
in larger increased annual operating and support costs.
Secondary cost effects are usually minimal, if present at all, unless
the change to the Active Force involves a unit deactivation. In such a
came, the Reserve Force unit must be able to assume the peacetime
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mission of the Active unit it replaces or the other Active units will
experience increased operational requirements. The C-141 case study
is an example where secondary cost effects may be present (see Ref. 6).
The preceding qualitative discussion of the costs associated with different categories of Reserve Force changes can be summarized as:
" New Reserve Force unit activations will usually result in
greater costs than modifying existing Reserve Force units.
" Non-recurring costs can be reduced if support equipment is
available from Active inventories.
" Costs associated with changing an existing Reserve Force unit
increase as the difference in facility, support equipment, personnel, and operational requirements between the old and the new
unit become larger.
" Secondary costs are most likely to occur when Active units are
deactivated and the new Reserve component units can not fully
assume the peacetime operational requirements of the Active
unit.
ESTIMATING THE COSTS RESULTING FROM CHANGE
The ability to estimate the costs resulting from changes to the
Reserve Force structure varies greatly across the cost elements. The
non-recurring costs are driven by various requirements. Major weapon
systems need specific types of facilities, support equipment, and personnel strengths and skill requirements. A certain portion of the
requirements may be satisfied by existing unit facilities, equipment,
and personnel, or may be available from existing Active inventories.
The non-recurring costs, therefore, are a function of the difference
between what is required and what is available. These differences can
vary depending on the type of change md the specific basing location.
One outcome of the case study analysis is that the costs of change are
unique to each specific case and are difficult to predict.
Construction and support equipment costs are the most difficult
non-recurring cost elements to estimate without detailed knowledge of
requirements and availabilities at the basing location. Non-recurring
personnel costs are easier to estimate because per capita acquisition
and training cost factors can be developed and the number of personnel
to be recruited and/or trained can be estimated from unit strength and
skill requirements.
Annual recurring cost effects can be estimated using available
operating and support cost models (see Refs. 1, 4, 10) and personnel
and equipment factors. Cost estimates of the difference in annual
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costs between an old and new unit configuration are simpler to develop
than the total costs of a new unit activation because not all elements of
cost need to be fully developed-only the changes, or "deltas," are of
interest.
Secondary cost effects are more difficult to estimate because of the
uncertainty of the effects on operational requirements and personnel
flows. These indirect costs require more detailed examination on a
force-wide basis and may involve subjective assumptions concerning
the impact on the operational requirements of other force units. A
force-wide model is almost a necessity for estimating the secondary
cost effects due to change.
FUTURE COST RESEARCH
Policy decisions affecting the composition and structure of the
Active and Reserve components must be supported by adequate
economic and capability analyses. The analysis documented in this
report and numerous other studies conducted in recent years have
addressed various issues of Active and Reserve Force cost. These studies need to be tied together in order to summarize and formalize the
preferred approaches to understanding the economic considerations of
Active and Reserve Force units. The development of an Active and
Reserve Force cost handbook, mentioned early in the document, should
provide this needed integration.
A simple, easy to use, force-wide cost model would also facilitate the
cost analyses supporting policy decisions. A total force model has been
developed (Ref. 18), but it requires numerous inputs and a large mainframe computer. A scaled-down version of this total force cost model
that runs with minimal input data on a microcomputer would provide a
more useful tool for Active and Reserve cost analyses.
A personnel cost model that included Active, Reserve, National
Guard, and civilian personnel costs would aid in understanding the
economic implications of personnel-related decisions. Such a model
should include not only the various costs of acquiring, training, retaining, and separating the various types of personnel, but also provide
information on capability or productivity measures.

Appendix
CASE STUDY ANALYSES

NAVY CASE STUDIES
Data Sources
Most of the cost data for the Naval Air case studies were provided
by the staff organizations of the Commander, Naval Air Reserve
Forces, New Orleans. The Director, Aircraft Material (code 57), provided the construction, support equipment, and spare part costs and
the Director, Flight Programs (code 51), provided information on the
number of aircrew and maintenance personnel scheduled for training
courses and on the class times for the various courses. The Director,
Active Duty Billet Requirements and Authorizations (code 24), under
the Commander, Naval Reserve components provided the numbers of
full-time training and administration of Reserves (TARs) and parttime selected reservists (SelRes) in the various units.
Data for the Naval Reserve Surface Fleet case studies were provided
by the Assistant Deputy for Training Systems, Naval Surface Reserve
components (code 32), in New Orleans and the Surface Reserve Program Coordinator (NOP-03R) under the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Surface Warfare. The cost groups of the Director, Naval
Reserve (NOP-09R), provided general cost data and information.
Personnel acquisition and training cost factors were updated from
Refs. 4 and 11, and are shown in Tables A.1 and A.2. These factors
were used for estimating the non-recurring acquisition and initial training costs of the new personnel for the frigate program. They also can
be used for estimating the non-recurring acquisition and initial training
costs for new personnel associated with changes Zo Naval Air Reserve
units. The personnel skill training cost estimates for the F-14 and A-7
case studies were developed from the number of school courses and the
appropriate aircrew retraining requirements (provided by Director,
Flight Programs in New Orleans).

A-7E Modernization
New F/A-18s are being bought and introduced into Active Navy
light attack squadrons, replacing the A-7E aircraft. As the A-7Es
become available from the Active squadrons, they go to Reserve
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squadrons, replacing the older model A-7Bs. The major decision
affecting the Reserve forces is which units to modernize. It has been
decided that the Reserve squadrons at Cecil (VA-203), Atlanta
(VA-205), and New Orleans (VA-204) Naval Air Stations (NAS) will
all eventually be modernized with A-7E aircraft. In the future, these
squadrons may be further modernized with F/A-18 or A-6E/KA-LD to
provide more fleet compatibility. The non-recurring costs associated
with these squadron modernizations are displayed in Table A.3.
Table A.1
USNR AVERAGE PERSONNEL ACQUISITION COSTS

(FY1985 dollars)

Personnel Type
Navy Reserve
Officer.
Pilot
Other crew
Non-rated aviation
Surface ship
Enlisted
Surface ship
Aviation

Acquisition

Initial
Training

Total

42,190
34,860
39,860
50,500

923,100
245,440
30,410
30,410

965,290
280,300
70,270
80,910

10,860
10,860

8,580
8,250

19,440
19,110

SOURCE: Reference 4, updated to FY1985 dollars
using a factor of 1.086.

Table A.2
USNR NON-PRIOR SERVICE GAINS
(Estimated for FY1985)

Officer gains:
Non-prior service
Total
Percent non-prior service

1,073
5,141
20.9

Enlied pins
Non-prior service
Total
Percent non-prior service

11,000
32,692
33.6

SOURCE: Naval Reserve--Ref. 11,
pp. 11, 12.
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Construction
The A-7E has essentially the same airframe as the A-7B although
the engine and some avionic systems are different. Because of the
similarity between the two models of the same series of aircraft, most
existing facilities are sufficient for the modernized squadrons. The
only major construction required is for a new shop at NAS New
Orleans. The commonality between the old and new squadron aircraft
also helps reduce retraining requirements. Only short courses, without
flight training hours, are required for the aircrew members and only
the engine and some of the avionics maintenance personnel need
retraining courses.
Equipment and Space Parts
Cecil Naval Air Station is an Active base and the home base for
Active A-7E squadrons in the Atlantic Fleet. Cecil, therefore, has adequate intermediate-level repair facilities, test equipment, and spare
parts to support the Reserve A-7E squadrons. The capabilities of Cecil
plus the availability of some common test equipment and spares for the
A-7B aircraft result in only a very small cost for some additional
prepositioned, intermediate-level support equipment (less than one million dollars).
Atlanta and New Orleans are Reserve bases. Although some equipment and parts are available from the A-7B logistics resources, the
introduction of a new series of aircraft results in the procurement of
some A-7E engine intermediate-level support equipment and spare
parts. The dispersed basing of the Reserve squadrons, necessary

Table A.3
A-7B TO A-7E NON-RECURRING COSTS
(Millions of FY1985 dollars)

Construction
Support equipment
Spare parts
Personnel acquisition
Personnel training
Total

Cecil'

Atlanta

New Orleans

0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.6

0.0
5.8
4.0
0.0
0.6

1.4
4.5
4.0
0.0
0.6

1.3

10.4

10.5

&One squadron of 12 aircraft at each base.
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because of demographic constraints, results in diseconomies of scale for
support equipment when compared with the consolidated basing of the
Active squadrons.
Personnel Acquisition and Training
The Reserve squadron enlisted personnel requirements for the A-7B
are 88 TARs and 169 SelRes, and for an A-7E squadron are ill TARs
and 147 SelRes. The majority of these enlisted personnel are in
maintenance functions. Although the total personnel from the squadron manning documents (SQMDs) are essentially the same, there are
23 additional full-time TARs required for the A-7E squadrons. This is
partly due to a higher direct maintenance man-hour per flight hour factor for the A-7E as compared with the A-7B, but also to the fact that
the A-7B units were undermanned in terms of full-time personnel.
Personnel in the old squadron will be carried over into the new squadron. The same number of personnel in the old and new squadron
results in almost no personnel acquisition cost and no costs of transporting people from one site to another.
As mentioned, retraining requirements are minimized because of the
similarities between the A-7B and A-7E and the fact that approximately 90 percent of all transitioning pilots have had extensive fleet
experience in the A-7E. The number of personnel scheduled for
courses include:
83 full-time maintenance personnel
115 part-time maintenance personnel
3 full-time pilots
16 part-time pilots
The pilots receive minor, on-the-job training by the Fleet Replacement
Squadrons (assume no cost involved) and each maintenance person
requires one training course in A-7E systems. Personnel training costs
are estimated as: (83 + 115)(12)(248) - $589,248.
F-14 Modernization
The Naval Air Reserve components are scheduled to receive 49
F-14A aircraft from the existing Active inventory. These aircraft will
replace the F-4S aircraft' in four Reserve squadrons-two squadrons at
Miramar Naval Air Station (VF 301/302) and two squadrons at Dallas
'The Naval Reserve F-48 aircrft will trandw to Mari
replace older aircraft.

Reserve sawidroii to
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Naval Air Station (VF 201/202). Initially, Oceans and Dallas NASB
were compared as possible basing locations for the Reserve squadrons,
and the cost data for this case study reflects that comparison. Table
A4 displays the non-recurring costs of the F-4 to F-14 squadron
modernizations at Oceana and Dallas.
Construction
Oceana NAS is an Active base and the home for all Active F-14a in
the Atlantic Fleet. Since there are no Reserve F-4 squadrons at
Oceana (the current Reserve F-4 squadrons are at Miramar and Dallas), the Reserve F-14s would represent additional aircraft on the base.
Dallas NAS is a Reserve base and the home for two Reserve F-4 squadrons. Therefore, the introduction of the F-14s at Dallas would not
increase the base load of aircraft.
The increased aircraft at Oceana result in a requirement for additional hangars, ramp spaces, and squadron organizational facilities. A
significant amount of construction money is needed. Construction
requirements at NAS Dallas involve an addition to the intermediate
maintenance facility.

Table A.4
F-4S TO F-14A NON-RECURRING COSTS
(Millions of FY1985 dollar.)
Oceanas
Construction

Support equipment
Spare perts
Personnel aquzistionb
Personnel training
Total
aTwo squadm
both bmL
inc

Dallas

19.0

3.2

1.5
8.0
2.7
3.0

18.0
11.8
0.0
3.0

34.2

36.0

of 12 aircraft each at

a Permant Chanp of Station

cost of 0.9 million dolar for the tranafor of
Wfll-time TAR&to Oca
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The additional F-14s at Ocana require higher levels of spare parts,
although they also enJoy the bmnfits of economies of cale. As the
home base for Active F-14s, Oceana has adequate intermediate-level

equipment to support the Reserve 7-14s. Only minor buys of prepositioned support equipnnt are needed. The collocation of the Reserve
unit with the Active units at Ocean helps reduce the support equipment and pen, part requirements
Dallas has no F-14 aircraft on the base, so the mo

izatin of the

Reserve F-4 squadrons requires almost a complete package of initial
F-14 spare parts and intermedim-level support equipment.

In con-

trt to Oceans, ths dispersed bsing of Reserve squadrons does not
bensfit from potential economies of cale.

Peceou

Asquitdon and Tnniua

The Reserve enlisted strengths for an F-48 squadron include 96
TARs and 141 SelRes; the F-14 unit strength includes 126 TARs and
138 SeiReL Most of the enlisted personnel are in maintenance func-

tions. The Oceans unit, being new at the base, would require the
acquisition of most of the SelRee personnel. Some Resrvists would
transfer from other Reserve units at Oceana and the full-time TARs
would either be transferred from the deactivated F-4 unit at Dallas or
be recruited from the Oceana area. All SeiRes aircrew are prior service, resulting in no acquisition cost for the F-14 aircrew members.
The existing F-4 unit at Dallas would provide the majority of the
requirements for the F-14 unit, resulting in only minor personnel

acquisition costs.

The acquisition cost for the enlisted personnel at Ocens equals
the
number of squadrons (2) times the SeIRes enlisted strength per squadron (138) times the non-prior service percentage (" ) times the per

capita enlisted acquisition cost. The resulting personnel acquisition
cost estimate is 1.77 million dollars. Permanent Change of Station
costs of 0.9 million dollars are added to this figure for the transfer of
TAR personnel to Oceana from other Reserve locations.

The introduction of the F-14 means the aircrew and maintenance
personnel must be retrained. Each F-14 squadron has 14 SeiRes pilots
and 2 TAR pilots plus 13 Sela Right offers and 3 TAR flight officars. The TAR aircrew members receive a six- to sev -month full
Category H syllsbus in the F-14.2 The SeRe airerew members receive
'A piw avklas TAR plt with xp

in the F-14 wouad recive a kow- to Wx-
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a condensed two-week Category IV course that includes 10 flight hours.
The TARs are expected to provide additional instruction to the SelRes
aircrew at the completion of their longer curriculum.
In the two squadrons, 282 enlisted maintenance personnel will take
a total of 477 courses. Certain individuals will receive a quality control
or corrosion course in addition to their basic maintenance course.
Other maintenance skills for the F-14 will require more than one
course. Some of the courses are two-weeks long, whereas others are
six-weeks long (primarily for the full-time TARs).
The cost of retraining the maintenance personnel is estimated as the
product of the number of courses (477), the average course length (12
days), and cost per day ($248). 3 The result is 1.42 million dollars for
both Dallas and Oceana. The SeLRee aircrew training cost is estimated
as the product of the number of SeIRes aircrew (54), the average course
length (12 days), the cost per day ($248) plus the cost of 10 F-14 flying
hours per two-person crew (at $3,056 per flying hour [12]). This equals
0.99 million dollars. The cost for the 10 TAR aircrew personnel is calculated on the same basis except the TARs receive a full six-month
course (180 days). TAR aircrew training cost is estimated at .6 million
dollars. The total
training cost for 2 F-14 squadrons is, therefore, 3.00
4
million dollaM.

Reserve Frigate Program
Responding to a Congressional directive, the Navy will transfer 26
FF1062 and FFG7 class frigates to the Naval Reserve components.
Although a few of the frigates will replace older, FRAM-type destroyera, the frigate program represents new unit activations and, therefore,
a growth in the Naval Surface Reserve fleet. The frigates have home
ports in a number of locations; the introduction of FF1052s at New
York and San Francisco and FFG7s at Puget Sound and Long Beach is
examined in the cae study analyses. Table A.5 displays the nonrecurring costs associated with these four locations.
t

and Support Equipment

Each home port must have suitable pier space and utility provisions,
in addon to SIMA The S1MA. provide support to all ships, Active
and Reserve. Naval Reserve Force ships, however, rely heavily on
CoA Pw ft

Iw t

bee Ak Yame tee eklm

cmwm is amumed eqal to cowa fmi

aiL

Air Foo ccoems

'(4M12)(34) + (54)(12)(248) + (27)(10)(3,066) + (10)(180)(248) + (6)((1)(8

'I

II1

).
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Table A.5
RESERVE FRIGATE PROGRAM NON-RECURRING COSTS
(Millions of FY1985 dollars)
San
Location

Long

Puget

Francisco New York Beach

Sound

Type (number of ships) FF1052(4) FF1052(2) FFG7(6) FFG7(2)

Non-recurring costs
Construction:
Pier
29.2
SIMA
11.9
SIMA support equipment 6.9

0

23.3
7.9
(a)

0
11.2
(a)

53.0
15.0
(a)

Personnel acquisition

6.4

3.2

6.2

2.1

Personnel training

3.6

1.8

13.0

4.3

58.0

36. 2 b

30.4 b

Total

7 4 .4 b

aNot available.
bDoes not include cost of Ship Intermediate Maintenance
Activity (SIMA) support equipment.

SIMAs to accomplish a portion of the organizational level maintenance
that can not be performed by the reduced ship's complement.
Long Beach is a large Active facility and the home port to numerous
ships in the Pacific Fleet. As such, pier space and utilities are available. The Long Beach SIMA does require modification and improvement. San Francisco, New York, and Puget Sound lack suitable facilities and require major construction projects. In addition to construction, the SIMAs may require new support equipment procurements.
The cost of this equipment may be quite large, as the almost 7 million
dollar buy for San Francisco indicates. Comparable SIMA equipment5
costs for Long Beach, New York, and Puget Sound were not available.
Personnel Acquisition and Training
Crew compositions for the Reserve FF1052 and FFG7 ships are
shown in Table A.6. In addition, approximately 100 full-time SIMA
personnel are required on each ship. When the frigates transfer from
Active to Naval Reserve Force status, part of the Active crew is
sTb. construction and SIMA equipment coat estimate was provided by the Surfac
eserve Program Coordinator (OP-30R) under the Deputy Chief of Naval Oparations
Surfiie Warfare.i
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replaced by either full-time TARs or part-time Selected Reservists. A
portion of the Active crew remains with the ship and becomes part of
the NRF ship crew composition. These Active personnel do not, therefore, incur any acquisition or training costs.
The acquisition and training of the SelRes portion of the crew
begins two years before the ship is scheduled to transfer to the Naval
Reserve Force fleet. This lead time allows the Reserve crew to prepare
for the new ship so that when the ship is transferred, the Reserve components can maintain operational capability.
We assume that all TAR and non-prior service SelRes personnel
must be recruited and trained. The factors provided in Tables A.1 and
A.2 are used to estimate the acquisition cost of the SelRes officers and
enlisted personnel. Since TARs are mostly prior service, their initial
training cost has already been incurred. A recruiting cost of $3,219
per
TAR is suggested by data supplied by OP-03R. (The 100 SIMA
members per ship are added to the TAR figures in Table A.6.) The
calculation of personnel acquisition cost per ship is:
FFG7: (100 + 95)(3,219) + (7)(.209)(80,910)
+ (69)(.336)(19,440) - 1.04 million dollars per ship
FF1052: (100 + 87)(3,219) + (8)(.209)(80,910)
+ (131)(.336)(19,440) - 1.59 million dollars per ship
The Navy Training Plans (NTP) for each class of ship (Refs. 13 and
14) provided the number of courses and the course length for the various billets in the crew. The NTP is developed for Active ships and
assumes all crew members must be trained. For Naval Reserve Force
Table A.6
RESERVE FRIGATE PERSONNEL STRENGTHS
Pm"!nal Typ

M71062

Oftfic
Actdv USN
TAR
8oi1ee

9
0
8

9
0
7

Acti, USN
TAR

74
87

73

131

o

Semee

TOt

208

M~w 100 SUA member.

FFG7
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ships, the NTP is modified to reflect the part-time availability of the
SelRes crew members.
The total courses and class days for the FFG7 are displayed in Table
A.7. We assume the USN crew members have been trained and, therefore, incur no additional cost. The training cost for the Reserve crew
is estimated at $248 per day. All SelRes classes and days are included
and, since TARs represent 38 percent of the full-time crew, 38 percent

of the full-time enlisted training days are added to the SelRes totals.6
The cost per ship for personnel training is, therefore, estimated as:
FFG7: [1,455 + 2,363 + (.38)(12,910)1(248)
- 2.16 million dollars per ship

The NTP for the FF1052 (Ref. 13) did not provide separate detail
for full-time and part-time crew members. The total days are 2661 for
officers and 4801 for enlisted. The SeiRes officer requirements are
estimated using the part-time/full-time officer ratio for the FFG7 from
Table A.7 since the officer mix is essentially the same on the two
classes of frigates. Since 43 percent of the total officer training days
for the FFG7 are for SelRes personnel, it is assumed that the SelRes
officer training requirement for the FF1062 equals 1,148 days. The
enlisted training days for TARs and SelRes are more difficult to estimate because of the different enlisted crew composition on the FF1052
ships versus the FFG7s. Since almost 50 percent of the total enlisted
training days for the FFG7 are allocated to TAR and SelRes personnel,
it is assumed that half of the 4,801 enlisted days for the FF1052 are for
TARs and SelRes. The training cost per FF1052 is, therefore,

estimated as:
(1,148 + 2,400)(248) - 0.88 million dollars
Table A.7
FFG7 SCHOOL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
Couw..

Days

Ofcer
Full-time
Part-time

86
62

1,919
1,455

229
357

12,910
2,868

Baslited

Pldl-tim.
Put-time

SOURCM Referm 14.

(

No infoimation wm available on the training cost of SIMA members; thomfore, the

training cost estimates may be understate&

_ mm im.1
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AIR FORCE CASE STUDIES
Data Sources
The following paragraphs describe the estimating techniques and
data sources for the non-recurring elements of costs.
Construction. The construction costs for the case studies were provided by the relevant Reserve and Guard programming offices responsible for facilities. 7 These shops provided both the major and minor construction budgets. The budgets include lists of facilities to be built, the
appropriate years, and the estimated cost for each year. When necessary, we translated these costs into FY1985 dollars using standard military construction inflation indices 8 All facilities not directly related to
the unit were deleted from the budgets.
Equipment and spare parts. Information relating to support equipment and initial buy of spare parts came from several sources. The
primary source was the most recent Program Decision Package for
each case. However, these documents are often unclear as to the exact
nature of the decision they describe. For further clarification and guidance we relied on the program element manager and the relevant
Active Air Force office.' The cost takes account of any sharing or
transfer of equipment into the Reserves; however, due to the nature of
the decision process, this figure can change over time and is very difficult to track accurately. It also includes munitions buys.
In some cases, the costs of the procurement of the original weapon
system may be included in the cost. This occurs when the equipment
is obtained directly from the production line. In cases where the equipment is acquired from the Active Force, the procurement cost is considered sunk. Data on weapons procurement costs are from Ref. 10,
Table 2-6.
Personnel acquisition. The numbers and types of people involved in
each of the changes were received from each component's personnel
7

USAFR construction costs were provided by the Office of the Air Force Reserve,

Propmmi and Resources Division, Progpm

Branch, 4/26/86. ANG costa were provided

by the Natimoal Guad Bureau, Director of Air National Guard, Engineering and Ser ices
Division 7/30/85.
a.nce 10, chp. 5.

'Prop.. Decision Packape can be obtained from the props element officer. For

the USAFR Office of the Air Force Reserve, Propanis and Resources Division, Propain Bnch. For the ANG: The National Guard Bureau, Director of Air National
Guar Plans and Operation. Division. Additional information can be received from
USA?. DCS Logsc and ngmring Wepmm Systems Propsm Division (or Aircraf

a1
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organization. 10 Information included both the personnel strength of
the unit prior to the change and the authorized configuration of the
new unit, including any additional base support personnel. The difference between the existing unit personnel requirement and the new unit
personnel requirement is used as the acquisition requirement.
This acquisition requirement must be modified to account for only
those personnel who will be acquired from the non-prior service pool of
recruits. For the changes being considered, all aircrew members are
assumed to be prior service personnel; therefore, they must be deleted
from the requirement.
The acquisition requirement minus the aircrew is adjusted by a prior
service factor. This factor is developed for officer and enlisted personnel using FY1986 personnel gains from the Budget Justifications (see
Table A.8). Non-prior service gains are divided by the total gains
minus reenlisted personnel to arrive at a non-prior service acquisition
factor.
The cost of personnel acquisition is on an average cost basis for
nonflight officer and enlisted (see Table A.9). Civilians have no
acquisition costs. Military acquisition costs include recruiting, basic
training, and initial skill acquisition. The factor covers all pay and
allowances and some variable portion of training costs. The factors
used are from Ref. 10, Tables 3-1 and 3-15, and pages 115 and 116.
Table A.8
NON-PRIOR SERVICE ACQUISITION RATES
(FY1986)
USAFR

ANG

Officer Enlisted Officer
NPS gain
Reenlistment
Total gains
Minus reenlisted
NPS factor

0
0
1,020
1,020
-

Enlisted

3,290
12,550
25,270
12,720

90
0
1,785
1,785

5,140
18,074
32,053
13,979

.259

.050

.368

SOURCES: Reference 15, pp. 9, 10; Ref. 16, pp. 9,
10.

'0AFR personnel numbers are from Office of the Air Force Reserve, Programs and
Resources Division, Resources Branch, Manpower and Organization, 8/30/85. ANG
numbers are from the National Guard Bureau, Director of Air National Guard, Air
National Guard Support Center, Manpower and Organization Branch.
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Where necessary, additional funds for special recruiters or for local
advertising have been added. This may result in minor double counting. The costs are standard yearly pay and allowances for recruiters
and the budgeted advertising costs from the relevant Program Decision
Package.
Aircrew personnel training. As an estimation technique, we assume
all aircrew members must receive cross-training in the new aircraft
(the aircrew is all prior service so they have already received basic and
UPT training). The cost per student of this training is taken from
Ref. 10, Table 3-15, and is specific to the aircraft (see Table A.10). It
includes only the training cost on a particular aircraft. The cost of
UPT and UNT are included in the factors in Table A.9.
Non-aircrew personnel training. The training cost for other personnel is more difficult to estimate. First, most personnel in Reserve
Force units cross-train or qualify for a particular skill by attending
field training detachments (FTD) or through on-the-job training
(OJT). The USAF has no standard costs associated with this type of
training. Currently, only the pay and allowances of attendees are
included in the cost. No cost estimates exist for the trainers, training

Table A.9
RESERVE PERSONNEL ACQUISITION COST FACTORS
(FY1985 dollars)

Total
Recruiting and
Basic Training

Initial
Skilla

Acquisition
Cost

Pilot

16,513

354,700

371,213

Other aircrew

16,513

63,600

80,113

Non-aircrew

16,513

9,188

25,701

3,200
3,200

3,832
7,767

7,032
10,967

Officerb

Enlisted
Aircrew
Non-aircrew

SOURCE: Reference 10, Tables 3-1 and 3-15, Fig. 7-1,

and pp. 115-116.
lnitial skill for aircrew includes undergraduate pilot
training (UPT) and undergraduate navigator training

(UNT).
bOfficer is average of ROTC and OTS.

4
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Table A. 10
AIRCREW TRAINING COST FACTORS

8

Pilot
Navigatora
Enlisted aircrew

C-5

C-141

F-16

196,400
0
3,832

111,000
31,500
3,832

1,215,200
0
3,832

SOURCE: Reference 10, Table 3-15, Fig.
7-1.
aExcluding UPT or UNT.

equipment, or training materials used on field training days or for onthe-job training. The number of days necessary for training varies by
course.
Second, the number of people who attend school, FTD, or OJT
training varies for each case; however, both the ANG and the AFR
attempt to send all full-time maintenance technicians to some sort of
training. Other members of the units are less likely to need training if
a unit changes. In smaller unit changes, like the C-130 to C-141, this
is usually feasible. For very large unit changes, like the C-130 to the
C-5, it is usually not possible.
To estimate training cost for non-flight personnel, we assume that
the reserves will attempt to have all the full-time maintenance personnel receive FTD or formal schooling. All other non-flight personnel
receive OJT training, which has no out-of-pocket cost. Thus, the
number of nonflight personnel receiving training equals the number of
full-time maintenance reservists.
The cost per student of maintenance training is estimated by using
the average costs per student of formal school maintenance courses as
received from the Air Force Operations and Maintenance Training
Branch, AF/UPPB. Data printouts, called Average Training Costs Per
Graduate, show all costs associated with formal school training on a
per student week basis. The per student week basis was divided by five
to obtain a per student day base. The maintenance courses were
drawn from a random sample of relevant courses taught in FY1984;
their cost averages $248 per student day in FY1985 dollars.
There is a drawback to this approach. It makes no distinction
between FTD and formal schools. It assumes the cost of both are the
same. Yet, the cost of FTD may be lower than the cost of formal
school. However, at this time no data on FTD costs exist. As more
data become available, this factor should be updated.
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The average length in days of a course was taken from AFR 50-5
and is specific to each type of aircraft (see Table A.11). No weighting
was used for the number of people attending each course because these
data are not available.
The estimating equation for nonflight personnel training cost is:
(number of full-time maintenance personnel) times (average cost per
graduate per day) times (the average number of days per course for
type of aircraft).
Special trainingdays. In addition to individual training, the unit as
a whole may be allotted extra unit training days to exercise equipment
and bring the unit to mission-ready status. The average number of
days used and the average cost per day for unit conversion training
days can be found in the Budget Justifications (see Table A.12). Each
part-time person in the unit is charged on an average basis for these
days for one year.

Table A.11
DAYS FOR MAINTENANCE TRAINING COURSES
Average Days/Course

C-5
C-141

17
14

F-16

15

SOURCE: AFR 50-5, Chap. 6.

Table A.12
UNIT CONVERSION TRAINING DAYS
(Per part-time person, FY1985 dollars)
USAFR

ANG

Officer Enlisted Officer Enlisted
Cost per day ($)
Number of days per year

163
2.6

85
3.0

145
6.8

SOURCES: Reference 15, p. 71; Ref. 16, p. 72.

67
7.0
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C-5A Transfer
As the Active Air Force begins to acquire C-5Bs off the production
line, C-5As will be transferred from the Active into USAFR and ANG
units. Since the USAFR and ANG are not scheduled to grow in
number of units, the C-5As will be replacing existing equipment in the
Reserve Force.
In some cases, the old aircraft will not be retired, but rather will be
used to augment the total number of aircraft in other units. Several
existing C-130 units will grow from 8 PAA to 16 PAA. In other cases,
the old aircraft may be retired or used in existing training squadrons.
Thus, the C-5A switch to the Reserves represents a growth in the total
number of aircraft available to the Reserves while keeping the number
of units constant. The C-5s also require more maintenance manpower
per aircraft than the aircraft they are replacing. Thus, manpower
requirements will grow substantially because of this change.
We have chosen to study two examples of the C-5A move into the
Reserves: the beddown of 16 C-5As at Kelly AFB in a USAFR unit
and the beddown of 8 at Stewart Airfield" in a New York ANG unit.
The USAFR 433 Military Airlift Wing (MAW) at Kelly AFB will
receive 16 C-5As to replace their C-130Bs. The 16 C-130s will be
moved to two AFBs: Peterson and March. The first of the C-5As was
scheduled to arrive in FY1985; the last should arrive by FY1989.
The ANG 105th Military Airlift Group (MAG) will receive 8 C-5As,
which will replace old O-2s. The ANG 105th MAG unit had been
located in White Plains, N.Y. This airfield was small and could not
support large aircraft or unit expansions. The state of New York
wished to take the airfield back from the National Guard and offered a
large field near New Paltz as a replacement. The new field, Stewart, is
big enough to enable larger aircraft beddown and unit expansion. The
acquisition of this new location enabled the ANG to retire the old O-2s
and replace them with C-5As. Stewart Airfield will hold the ANG
units and some Marine Corps units. The C-5s began arriving in July
FY1985 and will build to an 8-PAA unit by FY1988.12
Construction. Kelly AFB is a major airfield operated by the Logistics Command with Active, Reserve, and Guard Air Force units all collocated. In addition, it is the depot or air logistics center for the C-5s.
As such, the base already had excellent facilities to support most types
of units before the decision to bed down the Reserve C-5 unit. Because
of these extensive facilities, including space for handling the large C-5s,
"The original 8 aircraft have since been increased to 12. The figure. contained in
this appendix are based on the original figure of 8 aircraft.
2
' The unit may expand to 12 aircraft later.
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only moderate construction was necessary for the C-5A unit. The only
major construction required two apron/hydrant fueling systems, a hangar, and a fuel cell shop. In addition, a jet engine maintenance facility
is being built at Kelly to handle the entire C-5A engine maintenance
needs of both the USAFR and ANG. Because it provides force-wide
support, it has been excluded from the construction cost of the Kelly
unit.
The beddown of C-5s at Stewart requires a greater amount of construction because few facilities existed at the site. Construction, which
was begun in FY1985, will be accomplished in two phases and take
until FY1987. Construction at the field will not include such items as
mess halls or barracks, as these are not part of the National Guard
base package.
Equipment and spares. The C-5A aircraft are coming from several
Active units, preventing the drawdown of Active support equipment
into the Reserves. In addition, both the USAFR and the ANG units
are independent and require full complements of equipment. Thus, little sharing is possible. The additional costs of the jet engine maintenance facility at Kelly AFB have been deleted from the unit costs.
The difference in support equipment cost between the Kelly and
Stewart units is due to their differing numbers of aircraft.
Personnelacquisition. For both cases, the population pool surrounding the bases and the pool of recruits are considered to be adequate to
produce the number of recruits needed without special recruiting
efforts. In both cases, the policy of the Reserves is to use only prior
service aircrews. Thus, there are no acquisition costs associated with
the aircrew. Tables A.13 and A.14 show the old and new unit personnel strengths for Kelly and Stewart C-5A units. At Kelly, an additional 11 civilians will be added to base support and Z3 full-time
reservists to the military security police. For Stewart, th. move from
White Plains to Stewart is within a 75 mile radius within which the
ANG does not have to pay for moving costs of personnel; thus there
are no additional transportation costs.
Personnel training. Each aircrew member must receive crosstraining on the C-5A. In addition, we assume full-time maintenance
technicians will attend courses within one year.
The non-recurring costs associated with the introduction of the C-5s
into the Air Reserve components are shown in Table A.15.
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Table A.13
C-5As, AFR 433 MAW, KELLY AF
(Peronnel .te.th)
C-130B (16 PAA)
Drill
Officer

C-SA (16 PAM4

Full-Tam

DriD

En- Tech- Civil- OfiAlisted nimm
isn
car

Fu-Tim,

sn- Tech- Civilhod swn
ma

Crew
Pilot
Navigator
Flight engineer
Loadmaster

72
48
24
0
0

48
0
0
24
24

23
5
0
9
9

0
0
0
0
0

125
128
0
0
0

31m
0
0
128
160

42
13
0
1'
16

0
0
0
0
0

Maintenance
Other

7
74

349
287

168
24

5
18

25
N

1248
48

740
4

10
2

Total

153

684

215

23

23

2M4

821

35

NOTE The aircraft figures, and reauting ms estimm s, m boend a the
original C-5A crew ratio of 4.0. This ratio h recently bre mdud to LO.

Table A.14
C-5, ANG 106 MAG. STEWART ARIL
(Personnel strength)
0-2A (18 PAA)
Drill
Officer

C-SA (8 PAA)

Full-Time

En- Techlisted nician

Ful-Tms

Drill

Civil- Offiian
er

Ealesed

Techmcis

Civil.
am

Crew
Pilot
Navigator
Flight engineer
Loadmaster

27
27
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

11
4
0
3
4

0
0
0
0
0

64
64
0
0
0

144
0
0
64
80

27
7
0
10
10

0
0
0
0
0

Maintenance
Other

5
43

148
464

86
118

0
0

7
77

635
629

377
220

0
0

Total

75

612

214

0

148

1408

634

0

NOTE: The aircraft figures, and resulting cot eastimates, ae based on the
original C-5A crew ratio of 4.0. This ratio has recently been reduced to L0.
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Tebh A.15
C-IA N4ON-RBURRING COMT
(MUM... of FYINS dc0iim)
Kdly APB Stowut rodd
CMMU.UO
30*0
Pms mqrhim
Peu.m ta~iig
TOOuI

56.5
[M2
2.1
30.0
[WBA

91.h
173
V~
15.5
1273

C-141 ThANSVU

In the foamu, the Air R..etve, compomta winl he acquiring C-141s
from the Active inventory. The fims C-141s will be comiWg frm
several "N ' units in the Active avm a perio of several yam.
Spedn the initial Active drawdown over several undos preclus the
traushr of mport .quipment or part with the aircraft. Som of the
C-130s in Raw"rv Force units receingf the C-14is will be trambied
to other units for - eution.
-The two waee we chosne to study arn the C-141 move into a USAFR
unit a Andrew. AFB and the C -141 move into the ANG a Jackson,
The USAR 48th Tactical Airlif Wing (TAW), an S-PMA C-130EZ

unit at Andrews AFB. wil
Irleits aircraft to an ezising a-PAA
C-I1I0A unit at in~oi/t
PauL The 486th TAW at Aw&ws
will recive C-141 aircrdt from the Active Force. Time couvernion
begim with two PAA in FY1986 and finishes in FY1987 with eight
PAA.
The ANG 172ad Tactical Airlft Group (TAG) will be rumeving
si~ C-141s. They will be repeing sigh C-lulls, which will be
Umodusd to amothrskmi.
Cewg omm. Aad in a Mikeray Airif C.mmi j
bas with oodocesd Active and blmev units. Demm Andmew. ArB
n lIp, bw he~ii will be requird for the USAM -sveeme to
C-141s. Mwhe*r expmse wil be the modlisim of C-130@& efrt
.eimisamme bme. Construction hap. in FPYIWS and will and in
FY198?.

Jacksn a an ANG base. The cometuction a Jackssn will he wore
sulasive the a Aadrews, becme of Jackasom's bow bilitmes. The
mao ep -

will be to add an aircrf pwimg

mg, jet Amid stoing
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facilities, and a hanga. Construction bepn in FY1986 and will end in
FYl988.
Equgipent and parts. Both units operate nidpendently; there will
be very little sharing of equipment or parts. Support equipment from
the Active inventoy will not be transhrred
Persomnel acquistion. The Reserves will use only prior service aircrew for them two units. Thus, there are no acquisition costs. Tables
A.16 and A.17 show the old and new unit personnel strengths for
Andr, and Jackson.
Tble A.16
C-141, AFR 450 TAW, ANDREWS AFB
(Peanel utneth)
C-141 (8 PAA)

C-19 (6 PAA)
run- um

Dill

..... m
Othw

K.how

0
0
0
0
0

64
64
0
0
0

112
0
0
64
45

19
7
0
6
6

0
0
0
0
0

67
19

4
14

a
77

M
30N

146
61

4
14

122

is

145

M

23

16

Tecbm

45
32
16
0
0

32
0
0
16
16

16
3
2
a
3

4
6

171
28

115

456

.

Toua

Civil-

TechM

Civilan

Of6Ow

Offi- F.ow ho
Crew
Piwi
NOv*W
1Ie.puemw
LAd
f

Fud-T1e

Dril

At Ja . AkeK w shown in Tabl A.17, the diffeonce between
umA w w additional 26 ofmfes ad 223 enlisted. Of
the old ad
2Binl
off m and 46 @sifis
this, the ekmw acoi for wn addk

Pa

Oamksk.

AN

w mombos will iceive crss-trainiog

md i hd-4me mamsemu peeme will secei tainC
WS eate for the C-141 me mitin a diqiApyed
The n-s
in Table A..
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Table A.17
C-141. ANG 172 TAG, JACKSON AIRFIELD
(Personel strength)
C-130H (8 PAA)
Drill

C-141 (8 PAA)

Ful-Tw

Drill

Fuli.Tm.

Officw

Knlisted

Crew
Pilot
Nvi*A.
FW sopmer
Loamst

48
32
16
0
0

32
0
0
16
16

20
6
2
7
6

0
0
0
0
0

72
64
8
0
0

s0
0
0
32
45

24
6
2
a
5

0
0
0
0
0

Mimitumm
Other

4
S

176
517

115
120

0
0

6
96

346
523

16
127

0
0

160

725

26

0

176

948

306

0

Total

Tech- Civil- Offinician ancer

Enhl

Techmoan

TablW A.18
C-141 NON-RCURRING COSTS
(Malim of M'Yle1
ddm6)
Asidre
CAMStruction
3t*="
P , - ' ssalaltion
TOW
Total

lI

Al'S

Jack...

6o
120
0.8
3L 4

IM.
10O
0.7
3.8

2.

3M.

lid

Civilian

F-16 MODERNIZATION
Per Congressional direction, new F-16 will be introduced into the
Reserve Force.. Both F-16Cs and Do will be entering the Reserves
from the production line. As these are new aircraft, no equipment
transfer is possible.
We chose to study two cases: the F-16 move into an existing
USAFR unit at Luke AFB and the F-16 move into an existing ANG
unit at Kelly AFB.
Luke AFB is operated by the Tactical Air Command and is their
main fighter training base. As such, it has extensive facilities and a
large pool of personnel. It is, however, somewhat isolated. The AFR
302nd Special Operations Squadron (SOS) is located there with six
CH/HH-3E helicopters. The helicopters will be sent to Portland, Oregon to create a composite rescue and recovery unit. The new Luke
unit will receive 12 F-16 in FY1987 and grow to 24 by FYl98.
The ANG 149th Tactical Fighter Group (TFG) at Kelly AFB will
receive 24 F-16 in FY1986, replacing 18 F-4C aircraft.
Construction costs. The construction costs at Luke are signficant,
although not great, because of the change to a completely different type
of aircraft. Originally, the unit was scheduled to change to F-4s and
construction for this change began in FY1963. This construction was
easily adapted for F-16 use. The F-16 construction will end by
FY19S8. The F-16 construction cost shown in Table A.18 includes that
begun for the F-4 change since it was necessary for the F-16. Major
construction items include a maintenance facility, a squadron opera-

tions facility, and a hanger/shop.
The existing facilities at Kelly make this an excellent location for
the F-16 boddown. The new unit will require almost no additional

facilities. The mor cost will be for a training simulator facility. Construction began in FYIN6 and will end in FY19S7.
Equipwnt and pert.. The F-16 units are independent, no equip.
ment will be transferred or shared. The cost include the ammunitions
buy. The buy of the weapons system, if included, is 12.6 million dolIars per aircraft. ' s

Personnei acquisition. The policy of the Reserves is for all aircrows
to be prior servie members, which limits the acquisition cost to transition training. Tabie A.19 and A.20 show the old and now unit person-

nol etzengthe for Luke and Kelly. Because of the remot locati of
Luke AIB and the newness of the aircraft to all services, additional
recrulting efforts an required. The bae is schedold to ecive fv
onlimed rcrulters and one clerk to owport the recriting drive for the
"slses

10. TAbl 2-.

Tab" A.19
F-16, APR 140 TAG, LUKE Afl
(Nececast d~h)
F-IS (24 PAM

CH3lHH3 (6 PAAM

En- TechUAWe muian

0(6lcer

Drill

Full-tam

Drill

Civilian-

Full-Tim

Tech- CiviEiaen
B@We nkcin

0fficer

20
20
0
0

is
0
0
is

10
3
0
7

0
0
0
0

46
46
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
3
0
0

0
0
0
0

Maiuelas=
Other

2
5

61
35

30
a

3
7

10
43

860
234

194
36

S
22

Totad

27

117

49

10

0

794

23

30

Crew
Pilo
Naviggor
PH&htesma

Ta"l A.20
F-16. ANG 14 TFG, KELLY AFB

F-4C (18 PAM
Drdl
0Ofce
Crew
P"e
efiU2
6e1M~Mg

Pd

TOWa

Fuil-Tim

Rnlawe

Tech-ii

Ciwil
im

Drill

runl-Tim

01Oer

snlumd

Tech-

C"viion.

46
23

9)
0

a
6

0
0

30
so

0
0

5
6

0
0

0

0
0

3
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

72

"
471

196
136

0
0

9
71

470

170
120

0
0

127

649

3

0

I10

Ion1

36

0

MalM
O

V-16 (24 PAA i
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AFR F- 16 unit. In addition, $60,000 in advertising will be spent.
Thaw requirements will be incurred annually for four years at a cost of
1.076 million dollars.
Personnel training. All aircrew personnel will require crow-training
and all full-time maintenance personnel will require training
The non-recurring costs for the introduction of the F-16. are .own
in Table A.21.

Table A.21
F-16 NON-RECURRING COSTS
(Miffiom of FYIS6 dolarm)

Comtnuo
ROOM"
Pfsomn acqut
P"W"W taining
Toal

Luke AFE

Kelly AP

16.
16.0
4.2
56.9
91

2.1
15.0
0.8
37.7
5.6
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